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Message from the Editor
This is a time of uncertainty with RED BUTTONS popping
up menacingly at various places. I search for reassuring news.
And I find this floating around me—in the morning glow of the
sun and in the moon-beam that floats in through the skylight. I
warn you, I am an eternal optimist!
I find elation in the poetry—the spontaneous overflow of
powerful feelings—submitted by the enthusiastic writer/members of MWA. A poet is a phoenix, forever reborn.
In reading the memoirs, short stories and flash fiction, essays and drama that appear in the January 2018 issue of PEN IN
HAND, I find justification of my optimism, unwavering in spite
of calamity, both natural and man-made.
Yet, even the die-hard optimist must face the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.
It is difficult
to get the news from poems
         yet men die miserably every day
                     for lack of what
is found there
the doctor from Patterson, William Carlos Williams
reminded us. Writers must speak out. Don’t hide your
emotion
under some hedge of choke-cherry			
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or viburnum—		
which they cannot express
So, let the ink flow, and the key board chatter; as we said in
the previous issue, “Shout it out”!
I am indebted to Missy Burke for the cover design; and
Eileen McIntire for assistance with layout design. I thank MWA
Board for their support of MWA writers and Pen In Hand.
Members of MWA: Find peace in repose; and in repose creativity.
Dr. Tapendu K. Basu
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President’s message
Opportunity. This word is so important that the Internet has
pages of quotes devoted to it. Here’s one: “Success is where
preparation and opportunity meet.” —Bobby Unser
You seize opportunities when you submit to Pen In Hand
and the MWA Newsletter, attend MWA chapter meetings, and
register for MWA’s annual conference. It’s MWA’s big event
of the year, and it offers inspiration, information, skill-building
workshops, pitch sessions with agents, editorial critiques, and, of
course, opportunities. All of these opportunities help you build
your career as a writer.
The ability to take risks, jump into new situations, and reap
the advantages of the opportunities before you make all the difference between a satisfying life and a mediocre one.
Saying “No” to opportunity leaves you with lifelong questions about what would have happened if you’d said “Yes.”
Most of us want to spend our last years reflecting on all the
things we did, not what we didn’t do.
So go, do, risk. You may fail again and again, but you will
learn, and you won’t have to deal with a mountain of “what ifs ”
as you reflect on your life in your “sunset years.”
Take control. Make your life happen. Register for the conference! Join a critique group! Submit to Pen in Hand!
- Eileen Haavik McIntire
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Baltimore Glimpses Revisited:
A Conversation with Gilbert
Sandler… “Baltimore Stories”
If you listen to WYPR 88.1, whether by addiction or channel
surfing curiosity, there is a 50-50 chance that a radio voice arrested your attention with “The Baltimore Story.”
“At 8:30 on the damp morning of November 1 1938, Jervis Spencer, Jr., chairman of the
Maryland Racing Commission, stepped out onto
the track at Pimlico and slowly walked the entire
mile oval. When Spencer finally crossed the finish line 33 minutes later, he gave the racetrack’s
Sandler
officials and the world the word: “This track,” he
said, “will be ready by post time. The race is on.”
“The Race” was a rivalry that had been building for two
years, between a Cinderella horse, Seabiscuit, the nation’s undisputed handicap king, and War Admiral, the turf aristocrat that
had won the Triple Crown.” …
On the afternoon of December 12, 2017, I took the elevator at Roland Park Place to the eighth floor, and knocked on his
door.
“Come in. The door is open.” The 95-year old Mr. Gilbert
Sandler was resting on his living room sofa. He stood up. We
shook hands.
“I have been waiting for this a long time—ever since I first
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heard you on WYPR.”			
“It is my honor.”
“And my pleasure. Tell me how did the series “Baltimore
Stories” start? By strategic planning or serendipity?”
“I was in the Pacific, serving in the US Navy during World
War II. Once a week or so, books would be dropped onto the
deck of our ship. I began reading The New Yorker and became
enthralled with the writings of E. B. White. I began to write
and copied his style. I had no formal training in writing or MFA
degree. After the war I did freelance work for The Sun when Hal
William was editor.”
Gilbert Sandler began writing his weekly column “Baltimore
Glimpses” in 1967 for The Evening Sun. It is a delightful book,
illustrated with cartoons. Try one, you will like it.
“Tell me a funny one,” I requested Mr. Sandler.
“There are many,” he said.
The following is an excerpt from the podcast at WYPR:
“In October of 1955, Reuter’s Moscow newswire was crackling: A painter of genius had just been discovered in America.
The artist-subject, a Baltimorean, had been soaring to fame and
recognition world-wide; for the originality of her paintings.
When the word came out revealing at long last who she was, this
same admiring audience was stunned. Who was she?”
It turns out it was Betsy, resident of Baltimore Zoo, a chimpanzee experimenting with paint. She appeared on the Tonight
Show!
“It was an honor talking to you. I hope to meet you again
with a copy of Pen-In-Hand. You, Mr. Gilbert Sandler, are a Baltimore story, one I will remember for long.”
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Gilbert Sandler is one of Baltimore’s most-read and wellknown local historians. For more than thirty years, through
his articles in the Baltimore Sun, the Baltimore Jewish Times,
National Public Radio and his books and lectures, he has shown
Baltimoreans, through anecdote and memory, who they are, …
Dr. Tapendu K. Basu
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POETRY
Bent

by Tara A. Elliot
Hooked on a finishing nail, the moon
dangles the thin slip of herself
over the collapsing night; she balances there,
a slight arc of brightness
waxing,
a bitten, torn fingernail—
a meager end to this parenthetical.
Tara A. Elliott lives on the Eastern Shore of Maryland with her
husband and son.  She is the founder of Salisbury Poetry Week,
and has poems in The HyperTexts, The Loch Raven Review and
in the TAOS Journal of Poetry, and forthcoming in The Write
Like You’re Alive Anthology, and The End of 83.
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Hijacking Heaven
by Rissa Miller

Polaris belongs to me.
I have captured each star and store them
stuffed next to my thighs in blue jeans.
Polaris speaks to me the most. Chatterbox.
I reach into my pocket and sift through stardust.
People notice my fingers glow
with luminous splendor from the ancient sand,
old as time, old as God.
I cannot hide this secret.
I have stolen the stars.
Five galaxies away, someone is missing their star.
I’m sure of it.
Shadows stretch long in their world.
Nighttime rules and strange creatures emerge in the everlast eventide.
Yeah, I hijacked Heaven—
and I count the seconds until the framework of our sky
might buckle.
Polaris told me many things, probably secrets whispered
between angels,
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of unfound life and new happiness.
I smile shyly at my yellow supergiant.
Polaris loves to talk, like the omnipotent old lady across
everyone’s street:
ready to share.
Tonight the moon eclipses red.
I need to send them home, the stars, and
wiggle back through the wormhole to stable orbit.
Polaris guides, the same for centuries, to the north and
yonder as
I situate stars back in the sky.
The hard work is done, brilliance restored to dusk.
Now to conceal my cosmic clandestine felony.
The last evidence: scrub stardust from my fingernails.
But if you ever wonder, Polaris will tell.
It was me. I stole the stars… and I kept one
Rissa Miller is a working artist and closet poet. After studying
playwriting and screenwriting at NYU, she spent many years
as a journalist, most recently at The Baltimore Sun. Currently,
Rissa is finishing her first novel. She belongs to the Howard
County MWA group.
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			Remnants
by James D. Fielder
Was it a small torn scrap of cloth
or a dirty piece of string,
pushed aside, it could be more
than an unwanted thing.
A tiny crack on life’s deep bowl
slightest blemish,
diminished esteem,
the vessel intact, life’s strong, so strong.
Life’s cupboard door is open
     remnants held with purpose—
shunned from use or so it seems
     for perfection obscene.
James D. Fielder, Jr. PhD, Secretary of Maryland Higher
Education Commission, is dedicated to improving the lives of
Marylanders through education. He has a passion for poetry.
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Snow Swirls Past
by Karen D. McIntyre

Snow swirls past the window,
the glass cold on my hand.
While some might think the world cold and dead,
I know better.
Under that dusting of snow,
beneath a layer of cold dirt,
the seeds sleep,
waiting for that first gentle flush of warmth,
waiting to wake.
The days grow longer,
Slowly,
day by day.
Soon,
Winter will give way
to the first pale-green of Spring.
Soon,
very soon,
The trees will explode
with buds and leaves.
Snow swirls past the window,
I see my woods sleeping,
waiting.
Karen D McIntyre lives in La Plata, Maryland with her hus-
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band, Lew, and their three cats. She retired after 28 years teaching in middle and high schools, teaching Reading, English,
Social Studies, Science, Math and Art. After 9/11, from 2002 to
2013, Karen was part of a team doing counter-terror open-source
intelligence collection. Karen sings with the Chesapeake Choral
Arts Society. pumamamd@gmail.com

Greater Than

by Katie Spivey Brewster
ice cap >
ice pack >
ice field >
ice floe >
ice berg > T
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Katie Spivey Brewster was raised in Wilmington, NC, learned
to body surf at Wrightsville Beach, married Jim Brewster from
Slingerlands, NY, and raised and home schooled five children
(Ben, Luke, Rachel, Andrew, and Sam). Ice Prompt has been
previously published in Sparks Fly Upward, a book of poems
by Katie Spivey Brewster. She is the author of two picture
books, Feast of Memories and Aunt Louise Comes to Visit.
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SHORT STORIES
The Day and Night of
Gogarty the Iceman

By Jennifer Bort Yacovissi

The day had started typically enough: strong coffee and eggs
for Gogarty; oats, water, and a quick brushing for his big dray
horse Finn, then the hooking up to the wagon and trip to the
icehouse to load for the day. There, practically in the shadow of
the U.S. Capitol, the joshing banter of the men eased the work
along as they dug blocks from the sawdust and hauled them out
to the wagons, groups forming to help load each wagon until all
were filled. Gogarty’s group this morning picked up on a favorite refrain, teasing him about all the lasses who pined for him,
heartbroken and unrequited. “What about that Annie? She’s a
lovely one, that. Strawberry hair, skin like cream…”
“Aye, Go, you’d be having strawberries and cream morning
and night! Right, Tommy?”
“She asks after you all the time, wants to know if you’re ever
to shift your route back. Not a thought for any of us.”
I liked that other one better, little Meggy. Feisty. You know
she’d be a fun romp. And her eyes were on you with intent,
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boyo. Planning to climb you like a tree.”
“Watch yourself, Mick,” Gogarty finally said, but with a
friendly chuckle. “You’re talking about someone’s daughter.”
What he would not say, had trouble squaring with himself, was
that feisty little Meg had in fact climbed him like a tree, and she
an avid little monkey searching for treats—searching for and
finding, with full-throated shrieks of delight. He was ashamed of
himself for succumbing, for taking advantage of her willingness,
knowing that she simply didn’t yet understand life enough to
bank her natural heat, knowing that he wanted only the release
and planned to give nothing else in return. Unwilling to risk the
infectious trade of the unsavory city haunts where a man might
buy a toss—his soul far less a concern in this calculus than
his continued health—Gogarty still suffered the same urgent
temptations as Tommy or Mick or any of the boys. The difference between them was that Mick would have described every
lip-smacking detail of a romp with Meggy. Gogarty on the other
hand, cursing himself for a coward, simply took the new delivery route out on the Seventh Street Turnpike as Washington City
pushed beyond Boundary Road on its own unstoppable rush
northward.
“Well, what are you waiting for, Go? All these women ripe
for the taking, and you can’t be the priest all your life, can you?”
And Gogarty said what he always said as the teasing ran its
course. “I’m waiting for the right woman.”
And the chorus back to him, “The right woman? Who’s the
right woman?”
And his final words on the subject, “I don’t know her yet.
But I’ll know when I do.”
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Finally out of the yard, heading up the old toll road out of
town, the quiet a welcome relief after the noise of the icehouse,
Finn and Gogarty once more found their easy rhythm, the
rhythm that played inside Gogarty’s head as “lucky man, lucky
man, lucky man.”
He often heard friends from the old neighborhood or the
parish speak in hushed wonder, sometimes even knocking wood,
at their grand good fortune for capturing the grail of a Government job: steady, easy, secure. They would console Gogarty
at his status as a mere delivery man, exposed to the ravages of
weather that in Washington City ranged from subarctic tundra
to steamy jungle swamp. He chuckled quietly to himself as they
encouraged him to apply, to take the exam—“You’re a smart
one, Go, always with a book in your back pocket. You’d have no
problem, sure”—and described with enthusiasm their days clerking away cheek by jowl with all the other clerks in whichever
anonymous office of a bureau of a department, certain they had
finally arrived.
“Oh, boys,” he’d shake his head at them. “I wouldn’t last a
day. Not a single day.”
And though it was still early, he knew this would be a day
that even the most converted of his clerk friends would willingly
trade places for: the soft, verdant greenery and dappled blue sky
of a May day, a breeze that carried the scent of home and boyhood, a sun that promised easy companionship, and the quiet
that allowed a man the space and freedom to think every thought
he ever wanted, thoughts he didn’t even know he had until they
come to him, unbidden, given enough space and freedom to
think. How could he not then know that he was a lucky man?
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The hill up into the new neighborhoods being carved from
former farm and pasture land was steep, and represented the
hardest pull that Finn had to make each day. Lucky for Finn, the
advent of electric had saved him from a short and brutal career
pulling streetcars up that same hill. Luckier still, Gogarty found
Finn at auction—the auction where he was hoping to pick up the
Irish draught horse that looked so much like his grandfather’s.
Instead, he locked on to Finn, the massive chestnut Belgian, who
then sauntered over and parked himself next to Gogarty, making
the crowd laugh and thereby sealing the deal. They had made a
hard-working, efficient team ever since.
“Take it as you need to, boy,” Gogarty said, unconsciously
leaning forward. “Almost there.”
Today’s first deliveries were in Petworth, the upscale neighborhood marketed to the well-to-do who were hoping for more
space and sanitation than the city offered. In this neighborhood,
he was more likely to interact with the help than the homeowners, and with the multitude of deliverymen—every neighborhood demanded a passel. Already this morning, he had halloed
to milk and egg wagons finishing their runs just as he was
starting his. Later he’d see the huckster truck, its side open to
display the bounty of early season fruits and vegetables, pulled
at a steady pace by a Shire horse that made Finn look delicate
in comparison. In July and August, the huckster’s call would
be, “Peaches! Cantaloupe! Watermelon, ripe to the rind!” But in
April and May he called, “Cherries! Strawberries! ‘Sparagus!”
Housewives and cooks this far from the big downtown
markets relied on the huckster and his ilk. Gogarty was certain
to see the green wagon of the tool sharpener, which lumbered
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slowly through the neighborhoods clanging its bell until its customers emerged, dull implements in hand, and collected in a line
to wait for a fresh edge. He’d probably even see the umbrella
man pushing his cart, singing, “Um-ber-ellas! Um-ber-ellas! To
fix, today?” The only wagon he was ever sorry to see was Ivor’s,
whose coal delivery route uncomfortably matched his own. Ivor
was brutish and quick-tempered, and smelled of trouble in too
many ways to name. Gogarty and Finn did their best to steer
clear.
Gogarty reined in on level ground, chocked both back
wheels, and chatted at Finn while he hooked on the horse’s feedbag. Then he hauled his flat barrow from the wagon and muscled
onto it four blocks of ice. Here among the large houses of the
social set, frequent entertaining called for quantities of ice, more
than just a block for the kitchen icebox. With a mighty shove, he
propelled the barrow forward and negotiated through the back
gate of the Parker residence.
He had already thrown the leather pad over his shoulder,
taken a bite into the first block with his iron tongs, and hoisted
everything up onto his shoulder before he realized he wasn’t
alone in the yard. He turned, expecting to see the housekeeper,
Mrs. Heflin. Instead, he was looking at the back of a young
woman hanging laundry, bending over to pluck wet items from
the basket, stretching to catch the line, on tiptoes though she
was tall, pulling clothes pins from her apron pocket to secure
them. Her form was completely unfamiliar to him, and he could
see neither her face nor her hair under her kerchief, but a bolt of
recognition lit him from the inside and pinned him to the spot.
When she finally turned and caught him staring at her, she
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had a wooden clothespin in the corner of her mouth. With no
trace of self-consciousness, she pulled it out and looked straight
back at him, then smiled as though she recognized him too.
Never in his life had Gogarty been struck mute by a woman,
but now his mouth felt welded shut. And yet he heard words in his
own voice issue from inside of him. “I’ve been waiting for you.”
She laughed as though they were old friends telling each
other stories, fully at ease. “Have you been, then? Well, here I
am.”
“Ah, I see the two of you have met now. How lovely.”
“No, Mrs. Heflin, not actually yet, though the young man
says he’s been waiting for me. Would you be so kind?”
“Oh, certainly! Bessa, this is our iceman Gogarty. He’s smart
as a whip, and all the women in the neighborhood love him,
including myself, and who can blame us when he quotes all that
poetry, straight sober and with such a smile. Gogarty, this is our
new girl Bessa. Bessa’s been over from home for nearly a year
now, helping at her cousin’s place, but the space, you know, gets
tighter with each new little one, so they found her this position.
Oh, you’ll like her, Gogarty. Always with a book in her apron to
go with yours in your pocket.”
He was sure this time he hadn’t said anything, but she acted
as though she were answering a comment he’d made. “I know,
Bessa isn’t very Irish. It comes from the Romanian side of my
family, short for Elizebeta.” She paused and looked him over
with a raised eyebrow. “Mr. Gogarty, I believe you’re dripping.”
He took the melting ice block into the shed and found that
his arm and shoulder had gone numb from the weight. By the
time he wrestled the block into the big icebox and came out to
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get the next, she was hanging laundry again, and Mrs. Heflin
was back inside. He could not coax a coherent thought into his
head through the next three blocks of ice, but when he stepped
outside again, he almost reared back to find Ivor standing in his
spot, gripping the handles of his coal cart like death, watching
Bessa bend over and stretch up exactly as he had done. Gogarty
felt his own hands ball into fists.
“She’s not for you.”
“Sod off, boy.”
“I’m telling you, she’s not for you.”
“And I’m telling you, sod off before I—”
“I’m for neither of you.” She had turned, and was holding
a boy’s shirt delicately before her. “Since you’re not stopping
to ask, I thought I would say so before you bother to beat each
other senseless. Mr. Ivor, as nice as it’s been, I can’t believe
the Parkers have used enough coal in the last two days to need
another delivery. Perhaps next week, then.”
The back door slammed shut and all three looked up to see
the eldest son of the Parker family, resplendent in a dark wool
suit, high collar, tie, and bowler, carrying a portmanteau and
umbrella. The shine of his shoes reflected sunlight. He looked up
and around, as though it were the most natural thing for him to
come out through the back of the house and into the yard.
“Oh, good morning, Bessa,” he called cheerily, as though he
had only just noticed her there, and strode in her direction. “How
are you on this lovely day?”
Gogarty watched in horror as she dropped a small curtsey,
and smiled beneath lowered lashes, blushing just the faintest bit.
“Good morning, Mr. Jeffrey. I’m quite well, thank you.”
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“And you’re looking quite well.” Jeffrey Parker’s eyes
remained on Bessa while she stood with her head slightly
down, and Gogarty’s eyes drilled arrows into them both while
he waited to see if she would look up, would give that overfed,
soft-faced son of privilege the same frank, open look that she
had given him.
Finally, Jeffrey Parker pulled his eyes and the rest of himself
away, calling out to no one, “Off to the office then.”
He stopped in front of Gogarty and Ivor, standing incongruously beside each other, Gogarty pale in his damp white buttondown shirt, Ivor grimy and tattooed black with coal dust. Both
men, equally capable of snapping Jeffrey Parker’s spine like a
twig, put a knuckle to their caps and mumbled, “Sir.”
Jeffrey Parker looked the two up and down, and laughed appreciatively. “Fire and ice, eh, boys? Quite the combination.” He
tapped Gogarty on the arm with his umbrella and laughed again
as he breezed through the gate.
They looked up in time to see the backdoor closing, and
found themselves alone in the yard. Gogarty left Ivor standing
with his coal cart and shoved his own barrow back to Finn and
the ice wagon. Seething silence carried him through the rest of
his deliveries, and when he found himself back home, he could
summon no memory of having finished his route. He kept brushing Finn over and over again in the same spot, until the horse
finally heaved him hard against the stall to make him stop.
Five words were all he’d been capable of uttering to her.
Five words, but they were true and he believed they explained
him completely.
Still it was later that night, in the white clear light of a near-
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full moon, that Gogarty, scrubbed and combed in his Sunday
clothes, left Finn in his oats and strode back up that long hill,
bristling with purpose. She was where he knew she’d be, outside,
gazing up at the moon on the pretext of bringing in the laundry.
“Bessa.”
She wasn’t the least surprised. “Gogarty, you can’t be here.
They’ll dismiss me.”
He took her hand and pulled her behind the hanging sheets.
“He won’t marry you. The heir doesn’t marry the help. He’ll
ruin you.”
“I’m not a daft girl. Jeffrey Parker will get no run at me.”
“What then?”
She looked up at him with true affection tinged with sadness.
“You say you’ve been waiting for me. Well, I’ve been waiting
for someone, too. And he’s not the iceman.”
“It seems a hard thing for the house girl to look down her
nose at the deliveryman.”
“I’m not asking for riches, or ease, just a man who works
with his head, not his back.”
“Is that all a man is, then, what he does for a living? Besides
he’s a hard worker in an honorable job, but that he’s a loyal and
true friend who saves his money toward improved circumstances, is rarely in his cups, works towards the charity of others, and
cherishes his wife and all the babies they finally have together?
Does none of that count in your reckoning?”
“Of course, it counts. It’s all that, of course, but it’s a man
who leaves the house clean in the morning and comes back
clean at night, where a wife doesn’t have to scrape him and his
stench out of his clothes in the summer and hose him down in
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the yard before he’s fit to step into the house, or peel him frozen
out of layers in the winter, and watch as the hard labor grinds
him down, or worse, see what’s left when his own wagon decides to roll over him and leave his cherished wife and babies to
fend for themselves.” She raised his hand up to her face, pressed
it against her cheek. “I want safety, Gogarty.” She held his hand
out and touched the fingertips, smiling. “Safety and clean fingernails. Is that so much?”
“You say of course. It’s not of course. Sometimes you have
to choose what’s most important.”
“Perhaps. But I’m not choosing yet.”
For a long moment he didn’t trust himself to speak, intent on
her hand in his. “I’m still waiting for you.”
“Come to me in a suit and you won’t have to wait at all.”
“Then I guess we’ll both be waiting a long time.”
“Good night, Gogarty.”
On the walk back down the hill, working against the pull of
gravity, Gogarty’s polished shoes beat a rhythm that played in
his head as, “Lucky man? Lucky man? Lucky man?” He gazed
up at the near-full moon and breathed in the air of the cool
spring night. Of course I am. I know who I’m waiting for now.
Jennifer Bort Yacovissi’s debut novel, Up the Hill to Home,
tells the story of four generations of a family in Washington,
D.C. between the Civil War and the Great Depression. She
writes for the Washington Independent Review of Books, chairs
the Washington Writers Conference, and is president of the Annapolis MWA.
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The Start
by James Brewster
Shearwater came upright, pointed into the wind, continued
through onto a starboard tack, and leaned over under the wind.
“Bring her in as tight as she’ll come!” called the helmsman.
Tommy and I bent over the twin “Coffee Grinder” winch and
pedaled our arms furiously. The Genoa became taught, quickly
filled with wind, and Shearwater leaned further, stopping when
her port gunwale went under water. Tommy and I grinned at our
result. This was one good day for a race!
Blue sky overhead, blue water below, air temp 85 degrees,
wind 15 knots. I grinned again. We were going to be hitting hull
speed and be on our ear all afternoon.
John Miko, the helmsman and a second-class cadet at the
US Coast Guard Academy, stood at the windward side of the
twin-masted yawl’s wheel. An experienced small boat sailor, this
was his first race skippering a boat as massive as Shearwater. He
stood there, right leg bent and resting on the seat, left leg braced
against the steering post, flexing like shock absorbers as the boat
pitched and rolled. Shearwater plowed through waves that were
five feet tall and ninety feet apart whose crests had been pushed
by the wind into whitecaps.
I could tell from how John swiveled his head fore and aft and
then windward to leeward he was fixing the other boats in his
mind, reckoning their direction, and gauging if he would have
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to exercise his “Right-of-Way” as a result of being on starboard
tack. Shearwater jarred slightly as the bow ran into a wave, causing all of us to rock forward, but the rising bow caught us as the
boat parted the sea. John ducked his head as the spray, inevitably
created by such a meeting, was flung skyward, caught the wind,
and rained down on his head and back, sun-bleached and tanned
from three weeks continuous sailing.
“Mark!” shouted John.
“Mark,” said the timekeeper next to John, “Five minutes to
start.”
“Boom,” the sound of the starting cannon reached my ears. I
realized John had cried “Mark” when he had seen the signal flag
lowered.
“Ready about!” he shouted.
“Ready forward! Ready aft! Ready winches!” the crew replied.
“Helms a Lee!” he shouted, spun the wheel to starboard, and
we all jumped into action. The jib man let loose the inch-thick
triple-braided jib sheet and the 6000 lbs of pressure created by
the 1360 square foot jib ripped the line from his hands. The
foredeck exploded in a wild orchestra of banging sails, slapping
ropes, and jingling fittings.
Tommy and I made love to our winches. In seconds the
discordant chaos of the maneuver resolved into the harmonious
wind and water noises of a port tack. The starboard gunwale was
now under water.
“Nice job, classmates!” John shouted, “We came around
in under 10 seconds. It’ll be a standard start; signals at five
minutes, three, one and go.” We will go out and back for five,
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three, and go.”
We raced away from the starting line at over 10 knots. Commander Wilks, the safety officer and USCG “Adult” on our cadet
summer cruise, asked John to restate his strategy and the rules
of the road that were applicable at the start. He had been leaning
against the back wall of the cockpit observing the operation. I
saw him lean forward to hear John’s answer.
“Sir,” John’s sentences were clipped. “Strategy: Closehauled. Starboard tack. Lined up for the windward buoy. Rules
of the Road: Close-hauled and starboard tack give us right-ofway. Have to keep a lookout for Barging. No buoy room unless
they are forward of the beam.”
“Who’s your serious competition?”
His answer was immediate, “Dennis Connor in Robin.”
“John, 10 seconds to turn,” interrupted the timekeeper.
“Ready About!” he commanded and Shearwater deftly
shifted left to right and we headed in again on starboard tack.
As we rested from the exertion of the tack, I looked at Tommy. He was grinning again as he spoke. “Jim, that’s what every
skipper wants to do ...” He paused for effect. “And they all want
to do it at top speed at the moment the gun goes off.”
I knew the potential for harm, damage, and destruction this
presented. Boats often bumped at the start. If one skipper miscalculated badly during the melee, several boats, their crews,
and their equipment would be crushed, torn, or dismasted in
yachting’s version of a NASCAR pileup.
“You are right” I replied, “and we’ve got 18 boats all trying
to squeeze into the same 50 foot section of the line.”
Tommy’s grin widened. “It’s gonna be a hairy start!”
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John’s “Ready About!” rang out once more and we put
Shearwater back on a port tack. We had made the run out and
back to the starting line in exactly 2 minutes.
“Three minutes to start,” said the timekeeper.
“Very Well,” replied John. “Turn us around at minute-thirty.”
Commander Wilks stood up again. “Give me your assessment, John.”
“I’ve taken the windward end of the line,” John said. “We’ll
be on starboard tack and everyone will be below us. We are
tacking well and we timed that last leg perfectly. We should get
to the line on time at the windward mark.”
“Any sign of Robin?”
“No Sir,” he replied.
“Minute-Thirty, John.”
“Ready About!”
After the tack, Tommy and I did not take our hands off the
winch handles. The last leg of a start is adrenalin charged and
full of shouted commands, sail adjustments, and course corrections. The stress levels caused by the close proximity of tons of
fiberglass, aluminum, and stainless steel bobbing and horsing
under the forces of wind and water wind, become evident in the
rising pitch of each skipper’s commands. I knew we needed to
be ready for anything.
Shearwater was back up to 10 knots and overhauling every
other boat in the fleet with a clear uncontested shot at her spot at
the windward mark. In 90 seconds, she would cover the remaining 500 yards and cross the line ahead of the fleet.
I glanced up at John just as his gaze stopped scanning and
focused on a point to windward.
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“Robin Ho,” he cried.
“Where Away?” asked Wilks.
John’s right hand pointed toward Robin while his gaze shifted back to Shearwater’s sails and her direction of travel. “He’s
gonna play chicken and try to beat us to the mark.”
“What are the Rules, John?”
“Sir. He will be abaft our beam, so we have clear right of
way. Starboard tack. Close-hauled. He’s gonna want buoy room
and he’s gonna try and force us off our line.”
Commander Wilks leaned back against his spot in the cockpit.
“Take us across the line, John!” The higher pitch in his voice
betrayed his relaxed demeanor.
John began what I call the “Skipper’s Dance.” It would
occupy him till we crossed the line and emerged safely on the
other side. He ducked down low to scan the port side under the
mainsail to verify the action in the sea to leeward. He stood up,
swiveled forward, and raised his eyes to take in the set of the
sails from the masthead, ninety-one feet above the deck, down
to the twenty-three-foot long boom at the bottom of the mainsail
that blocked his view to port. His eyes finished this run looking
forward to see if Shearwater was in danger of running down any
other boat. Almost like a ballerina spotting her spin, John’s head
rotated aft to see if any boat was overtaking him. He completed
the last step of the dance by looking to windward to reaffirm the
speed and direction of the wind and verify that a quick tack in
that direction was the best escape route if Shearwater was threatened in the melee. In time to the music of the wind and waves,
John repeated the dance.
“Ahoy! Coast Guard Academy. Give me buoy room.” The
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request came from Robin to windward, but sounded demanding.
I glanced ahead. We were aimed so we would bring the starting
buoy down our starboard side within two feet of our gunwale.
Clearly no room for another boat to squeeze in.
“Come up, Robin. Come Up,” was John’s reply as he added
another step - glancing between the buoy, Shearwater, and Robin
- to his Skipper’s Dance. John’s response informed Robin that
they should alter their course to windward which would bring
Robin “Up Closer” to the wind’s direction.
“Shearwater. Give me buoy room!” came the reply, louder
now because they were closer and wanted to be heard above the
noise.
“Come Up, Robin. Come Up!” John yelled above the noise.
His “Skipper’s Dance” was now reduced mostly to glancing
between Shearwater, the buoy, Robin, and Dennis Connor.
Robin was now 50 feet to windward. We could hear the water rushing past her hull and the wind roaring as it was funneled
behind the main sail by her oversized jib.
“Skipper, give me buoy room!” came the demand again. We
could see Dennis Connor had locked eyes with John.
I looked forward again at the fast approaching buoy. This
was no three-foot diameter blow-up orange beach ball attached
to a thin cord and anchored by a coffee can filled with cement
that Robin could run over if she needed. This was a sixteen-foot
tall, ten-foot wide, steel constructed, USCG Bell Buoy weighing
over 3 tons and anchored to the bottom with a 20,000 lb. sinker.
Ramming the buoy alone would seriously damage Robin. Being
caught between Shearwater and the bell buoy would sink her.
Dennis’ gaze broke from John and went to the point of im-
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pending doom.
Tommy and I were transfixed. “Why is he doing this, Tommy? We are twice as big as he is!”
John’s answer called Robin’s bluff. “Hey Dennis, It’s YOUR
boat.” He drew out the “your” making the statement pregnant
with meaning and consequence.
Connor took one more look around and shouted, “Ready
About!” With a flick of his wrist he spun the wheel to starboard
and Robin leapt away from Shearwater, pirouetted through a
tack and jibe, and settled back on her original course and direction 30 yards behind Shearwater.
“Boom!” roared the starting cannon. A second later Shearwater bounded over the line, followed close behind by Robin. The
noise of the melee quickly faded into the distance.
“Ready About,” John spoke.
Ready forward. Ready aft. Ready winches,” the crew replied.
“Helms a Lee!”
Deftly, Shearwater flopped onto a port tack and began clawing up wind for the windward mark.
James Burd Brewster was raised in New England and summered
on Lake Champlain which gave him a love of sailing and a sweet
tooth for Maple Syrup. He sailed one summer on Kialoa at the
United States Coast Guard Academy, which served as the basis
for this story. His interest in writing came to fruition as a result of
attending a creative writing class with wife, Katie, to the awe and
admiration of their progeny; Ben, Luke, Rachel, Andrew and Sam.
“The Start” was published in the Fall 2012 edition of Connections, a literary magazine of the College of Southern Maryland.
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Saving Sebastian
by Nancy Alexander

Grating sounds of metal scraping pavement assaulted my
ears before I was conscious. Fleeting dream fragments blurred,
converging with pinpoints of sunlight, as my eyelids fluttered. I recalled the clatter of snowplows rumbling through the
neighborhood in the wee hours of the morning. Throughout
the small community people were waking up, shrugging into
winter coats and trudging out shovel three feet of newly fallen
snow.
Across the room Buck, my Golden Retriever, slid his lidded
eyes in my direction to see if we were getting up or if he could
stay stretched out on his soft tan bed a bit longer. Nestled deep
under my blankets three Siamese cats urged inertia their purring
warmth coaxing me to stay put.
Sighing, I fought temptation, rose, stumbled toward a front
window and peered down at the activity. Bundled people were
digging their way out, trudging over snow banks, and calling to
one another, their voices harsh against the silent snow. At my
side, Buck stretched and nuzzled my hand. I stroked his head
and leaned down to kiss him. Though nearly 11 and arthritic, he
had the heart and mind of a younger dog. We greeted the frigid
morning air squinting against the sun reflecting off the newly
fallen snow.
I shoveled toward my car watching Buck enjoy the snow,
loving it as he always did, plunging his nose into fresh snow
drifts, rolling and wiggling, making doggie snow angels. New
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neighbors, the Franklins recently arrived from the mid-west
were shoveling and scraping snow off their car. Their dogs
Megan and Sebastian bound across the snow engaged in a happy
game of chase, bobbing and weaving across hilly snowdrifts.
Megan, also a Golden Retriever, had reddish fur that contrasted
with Buck’s pale blonde coat as they tore across the lumpy
surface. Sebastian, a Yorkshire terrier bursting with Yorkie
personality, raced in circles barking happily his tiny body hardly
making a dent in the white surface. The three dogs had formed
an easy pack playing while their people scooped and shoveled so
the work day could begin.
Across the street, another neighbor, bundled against the
howling wind, walked her Chesapeake Bay retriever, making
slow progress on the slippery surface. Cars crept and skidded
from their driveways, tires skidding as they made their way
through the neighborhood. Somewhere near the cul de sac, a
car’s engine revved loudly, tires whining as they spun to gain
traction.
A sudden movement caught my eye. Sebastian overflowing
with good will raced down the street to greet the Chessie. Barking happily, he jumped and ran in little circles darting between
the big dog’s feet. In his excitement, he failed to notice the tension building. With a sudden lunge, the Chessie seized Sebastian
lifting the helpless, wriggling body off the ground. Loud Yorkie’s screams flooded the area.
People stopped dead in their tracks alarmed and confused.
The Chessie’s owner was frozen in place, having no idea how
to control her raging snarling dog, who was shaking Sebastian
savagely. The neighborhood was in chaos, but one mind was
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focused. As quick as he could, old paws skittering across the ice
packed road, Buck rushed to help his little friend.
He dashed toward the Chessie, grasped him by the side of
his muzzle and clamped down. Growling furiously, Buck tugged
and twisted the other dog’s jaw, trying to get him to drop his
prey. Megan ran to help. Unsure of what to do, she paused then
mirrored Buck. Rushing to the other side of the Chessie’s face,
she clamped her teeth shut on the other side of his muzzle, and
yanked. The furious Chessie dropped his screaming prey and
turned his attention to his attackers. I arrived moments later and
scooped Sebastian up.
A full-on dog fight ensued as the Chessie yanked free of his
leash and barreled forward, turning the full force of his aggression against the Yorkie’s defenders. Three large dogs tore
through the neighborhood, but Buck and Megan were ready.
Buck stood his ground enduring a frontal assault while Megan
kept up a steady attack on his rear flank. The sound of snarling
dogs rose to fevered pitch.
I hurried to the Franklins with their injured pup, who yelped
non-stop; blood covered his struggling body. Finally language
and cognition returned. “Buck, Megan Come!”
The dog fight ended as quickly as it had begun. Hearing me
call, Buck broke away and followed by Megan, headed home.
Shouts of ‘Get in the car.” “Hurry!” “Oh My God!” “Get a
towel!” “Where’s the nearest vet?” “Get in my car, I’ll drive you
there.”
Mrs. Franklin, piled in my SUV with Sebastian wrapped in a
towel. The children piled in the back with two wet, cold Goldens. We lurched across icy roads to the nearest vet as the Frank-
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lins sobbed, Sebastian shrieked, and the big dogs hung their
heads over the back seat.
I dropped Sebastian and Mrs. Franklin off at the vet’s and
hurried to my office, children and dogs in tow. Everyone was
traumatized and in shock. My secretary made hot chocolate and
took care of the kids and dogs while I began my first session of
the day with a patient who was waiting when I arrived.
Sebastian was admitted to the hospital. He had three broken
ribs, his lungs were punctured in two places and his spleen was
ruptured. His prognosis was uncertain. We settled into waiting
mode.
Ten days later, Buck and I were in the kitchen, when the
doorbell rang. I opened the door to welcome the Franklins,
Megan and a squirming Sebastian, excitedly licking the air in
anticipation of my embrace. They had come bearing gifts; for
Buck, a beautiful thank you card the kids made signed by Sebastian’s paw print and a huge box of dog biscuits; for me some
homemade cookies.
We sat in the living room with our cookies and milk and
reminisced about the day Buck and Megan saved Sebastian.
The Goldens settled down companionably, crunching their
biscuits.
As we talked, Sebastian wandered over to Buck. He nuzzled
his big blonde friend, and then settled his battered little body
down, right between those big front paws. Buck sniffed his little
friend, licked him a few times, then laid his head down and
dozed off. That said it all.
We looked on smiling, grateful for the little dog’s survival
and for the courage and determination of his two big friends who
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rushed to his rescue relying on nothing but instinct and canine
common sense. Most days that’s more than enough!
Nancy Alexander is President of Howard County MWA chapter.
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MEMOIRS
Pop’s Corn

by Kay Armstrong Baker
In the late 1950’s, when I was in middle school, my dad
decided to buy a popcorn wagon as an adjunct to his retail
business, Armstrong’s Gift and Variety Store, located on Main
Street in River Falls, Wisconsin. River Falls is a town on the
Wisconsin-Minnesota border, forty miles from the Twin Cities.
In the 1950’s, it had a population of 5000 people. It also had a
state teachers’ college, which educated not only elementary and
secondary teachers but students majoring in agriculture. The college barns, which were on campus, gave off an aroma of manure
that gave rise to the nickname “MOO U”.
In the Upper Midwest towns like River Falls, selling popcorn
was a growing enterprise in the 50’s. In the warmer months,
popcorn wagons dotted the landscape in the rural areas. They
would be seen at fairs, holiday celebrations, the local pool, football fields and on Main Street.
My dad bought a converted milk truck. It was white and he
painted “Pop’s Corn” in big red letters on both sides. From that
moment, he was forever called “Pop”. The wagon had windows
on all four sides, a door which opened much like a school bus,
and an engine with six gears. When it was used for deliver-
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ing dairy products, the milk man stood while driving. Standing
provided plenty of room for the milk, cream and cheese and
now for the goodies that would make up Pop’s Corn. There was
a corn popper in the rear, a place to melt the butter (real butter),
a cotton candy machine, a place for candy and a freezer for ice
cream bars. Pop taught me how to drive the wagon, plug it into
the power source, pop the corn, and be ready for business. An
added bonus was when my boy friends would stop by to chat.
They knew they’d get a free bag of popcorn compliments of the
management. It was the best job I ever had.
River Falls was like an extended family in those days: the
good, the bad, and the ugly. Churches were in abundance ranging from the Catholic Church to the Assembly of God plus a
small Unitarian Fellowship. As in most small Wisconsin towns,
there were at least as many bars as there were churches. The
Masons were a close-knit group of men who influenced the
politics, policy and the decision making in town. Through some
of his Masonic friends on the city council, Pop got permission
to have electric outlets installed around town to provide a source
of electricity for the wagon. On Friday nights, you’d find him on
a corner on Main Street. This was the night that the stores were
open and the farmers came into town to shop, eat and visit with
others. He could be seen selling popcorn at the college and high
school football fields, and in the summer months, in the park by
the pool. Some parents called him “Public Enemy No. 1”. They
knew when they came to pick up their kids they’d have to buy a
treat from Pop’s Corn.
Across the street from the college dorms became an essential
place to park the wagon. The students would smell the popcorn
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and walk across the street to buy a box of Pop’s Corn and visit
with him. It was during the Viet Nam War, the Civil Rights
Movement and the controversy over “intellectual freedom”
on college and university campuses. As they stood around the
wagon, Pop listened as they talked about the current events unfolding around the world. These discussions deepened and added
breadth to his world view. He didn’t always agree with them
but their opinions didn’t threaten him as with most adults who
had lived through the World Wars and the Great Depression.
Many of these college kids were homesick. Some of the town
kids needed a break from their dysfunctional families. They all
knew that Pop was never too busy to visit with them. He became
an “unofficial counselor” and an advertisement for a welcoming community. Who wouldn’t get a good vibe with the smell of
popcorn in the air?
I didn’t know how important Pop was to the kids in River
Falls until I came home one summer from Maryland. Pop was
just Pop, my dad, with all the issues that go along between parent and child. I stopped by to see my former Methodist minister. In the course of our conversation, Rev. Truitt told me that
when his kids and friends reminisced about growing up in River
Falls they always mentioned Pop. “Your dad was an institution
in River Falls”, he said. He recalled how important Pop was
in their lives and how one of them said, “He was always there
to listen and make time for me.” I was surprised and touched,
“Thank you for sharing that story with me.”
The next summer when I was back in River Falls, I saw memorial bricks downtown in a small park by the river. I thought
that a brick would be an appropriate tribute in memory of my
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parents. I decided to go to city hall to find out how to purchase
one. I walked into the administrative offices and saw a plump,
middle aged woman with a pin that stated her name, Cindy Larson. “Hi, I’m Kay Baker. I would like to purchase a brick for the
park downtown in honor of my parents but t I can’t seem to find
the right person to talk to.” “Ya, I know someone, who could
help you.” she said in her Upper Mid-West accent, “Do you
mind if I ask you who’s it for?”
When I told her, I wanted to honor my parents, Pop and
Laura Armstrong, she stared at me in disbelief, stunned. After
a few seconds, her face lit up and tears came to her eyes. She
came over and hugged me which was totally out of character for
an Upper Mid-Westerner. “I remember Pop! Our parents always
gave us money to buy popcorn or candy after our swimming
lessons. He teased us and said funny things. He would make us
girls giggle by saying ‘How are you boys today?’ Pop was so
special! Everybody loved him. Then she shook her head, “Oh
no, a brick won’t do”, she said, “He needs a park bench across
from the pool!”
After all these years I became aware of the impact Pop made
in the lives of the young people who lived in River Falls. He was
unconditionally accepting of them. And, all he did was sell popcorn and take time to listen. And that’s how a park bench, with a
plaque honoring my parents, was placed on the same spot where
Pop’s Corn was parked so long ago.
Kay Armstrong Baker, a member of MWA, born near St. Paul,
Minnesota, received a degree in Music Education and Music Therapy from the University of Kansas, and has lived and
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worked as a music therapist. After her retirement as realtor in
Columbia, MD she began writing her memoir, Unspeakable, A
Mother’s Journey, a compilation of her journal entries chronicling her path of grief after her daughter, Courtney, died in 2000.
It was published in 2014 by Outskirts Press.

No Accident

by Stephanie L. Fowler
One year ago, a second of tragedy revealed a lifetime of lessons.
“You’ll have to stay here until someone can come get you.
They have to assess her first. But someone will come find you,
alright?”
The paramedic on the ambulance crew was a young woman
who delivered this simple instruction with a quick smile and a
nod before she and her partner pushed the stretcher carrying my
wife, Patty, down the hallway to the Trauma Resuscitation Unit
at the University of Maryland’s Shock Trauma Center.
From my vantage point, I could see a team of doctors and
nurses, all wearing light pink scrubs, surround her. There was
fast chatter but they were moving too far away for me to make
out the words. They were all over her, evaluating and assessing,
touching and talking. They reminded me of bees; this trauma
center, their hive. The stretcher turned. The swarm and my wife
disappeared behind a curtain.
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I stood in the empty hallway, cold and lost. Holding a blanket and crying like a child.
Please come back to me. Please come back to me.
Time crawled under the fluorescent overhead lights. Never
had I felt more alone and helpless.
Please come back.
***
August 27, 2016. We were struck in a crosswalk in Ocean
City by a man who ran a red light. That day changed almost
everything for us.
It happened so fast, that old cliche of a life changing in the
blink of an eye. One minute we were laughing and happy; the
next minute I was moving through the air, in slow motion and
sideways. The impact began to register in my mind first, then in
my body.
I hit the ground and immediately thought of Patty. Oh god.
No.
I screamed her name and her eyes opened, her beautiful
brown eyes, the color of toffee and caramel. That instant of relief
was replaced by terror: when she gazed at me, those eyes held
nothing. It was a blank stare, void of any recognition or understanding.
A woman rushed forward and asked if she should call 911
and I heard myself screaming “Yes! She’s hurt!”
As the sound of sirens approached us, I began to feel the
aches in my body, but one look at her told me she had taken the
worst of the hit. When the ambulance pulled up, the paramedics
began to tend to Patty who was beginning to be able to communicate. One of the medics put me in the passenger seat of the
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ambulance and I watched from the window as they maneuvered
her into a collar and then onto a backboard.
Just then, I made eye contact with the man who hit us. He
was standing on the sidewalk, talking to a cop. His eyes were
wide and he looked almost as stunned as we did. We stared at
each other. He mouthed the words, “Is she OK?”
I shook my head and began to cry.
***
The diagnosis at the local trauma center was multiple facial
fractures and concern about her optic nerves. She had significant double vision and her face was beginning to swell and turn
blue. Internally, there were no signs of bleeding, luckily, but the
concussion was so severe that the doctors would later use the
term “traumatic brain injury” to define her condition. Her jaw
was broken in two places and her body was covered in red oozing lacerations and welts tinged with varying shades of purple,
magenta, and green. Because of the head trauma and concern
for her vision, the hospital staff arranged for an Advanced Life
Support ambulance to transport her to University of Maryland
Shock Trauma.
During the ambulance ride, the paramedic pushed morphine
through one her IV sites. She lay quiet on the stretcher and I sat
across from her on a long bench seat. This wasn’t how our day
was supposed to go. We had a lovely breakfast at one of our favorite dives and were on our way to see a sea glass exhibit. This
wasn’t part of the plan.
This wasn’t supposed to happen.
In the back of the ambulance, under the hazy influence of
morphine and pain and confusion, Patty called my name. Her
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speech was slow and slurred.
“Hey, honey, I’m right here.” I bent forward and touched her
arm. Skin to skin. I wanted her to feel me and be reassured.
“My dad is here. It’s gonna be OK.”
Patty’s father, Lenny, died when she was 18 years old.
Tears came fast. I knew my voice would break so I inhaled
deeply. “That’s real good news, Patty. Real good.”
For the rest of the ambulance ride, I watched as she occasionally stretched her fingers out as though reaching for something just at the end of her grasp. I listened as she mumbled in a
hushed conversation with a ghost only she could see. I marveled
at her peace and serenity, my heart glad in part that at least one
of us could be.
***
My sister arrived at Shock Trauma before midnight. She held
my hand as we both sat next to Patty’s bed. We listened to the
beeps and clicks of the machines attached to her. Patty rolled in
and out of consciousness, a combination of sedation and sleep
working over her. The night was full of more questions than answers, but one plagued me above all: would I get my Patty back?
Just two and half months prior, on June 11, we were married on the beach surrounded by our family and friends under an
azure sky. We held bouquets of gerber daisies, succulents, and
sunflowers; our sisters stood next to us as bridesmaids; we ate
tacos and drank (almost) too much tequila. Our first dance as
wife and wife was to Ben E. King’s “Stand By Me.” There were
margarita cupcakes and laughter and more kisses and hugs and
love than I can even recall. It was the best night of my life.
During our wedding ceremony, when it was time to read our
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vows, Patty started hers with a “knock knock” joke, moving everyone to a unexpected burst of laughter. She broke the tension
perfectly. That’s how she is. Once we all recovered, she looked
at me and promised to always be by my side. For better and for
worse.
As I held my sister’s hand at Patty’s bedside, I remembered
our wedding. I remembered the woman I married. Patty is more
than smart: people regularly and seriously refer to as a genius.
She was a National Merit Scholar; her IQ runs north of 135.
Calculus is child’s play. Once, as a joke, I asked her explain
quantum mechanics and she actually started to break it down for
me. I still don’t know what a subatomic particle is, but she does.
Patty is the brightest human I know.
Beyond her intelligence is an incredible capacity for love,
for generosity, and for empathy. Underneath her skin and inside
her brain resides a soul that shines as brightly as a quasar. I only
know what a quasar is because she once put her arm around me
and pointed up at the night sky. Despite my insistence, she told
me it was not a UFO, just a naturally occurring phenomena. A
normal yet wondrous and amazing thing.
Just like her.
Just like the darling brown eyed girl who put a knock knock
joke in her wedding vows. Just like the smartest girl I’ve ever
met. Just like the North Star who keeps me heading always in
the right direction.
I just wanted her back.
***
In the days following the accident, Patty showed obvious
signs of the brain trauma. She had trouble walking, likely due in
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part to the double-vision and a massive hematoma on her left leg
(which I named “the dinosaur egg.”) If I told her something, she
wouldn’t recall it even twenty minutes later. She was quiet and
spoke little, due mostly to her jaw being wired shut. She slept a
lot.
I kept my fears to myself. When she couldn’t remember
things, I played it off as though I had forgotten to tell her. I am
more than prone to forgetfulness and absent-mindedness. She
was always the responsible and levelheaded one. But inside, my
heart was breaking. Was she going to come back? Would she
remember again?
What would become of us?
I began contemplating selling our business and searching for
a job that would provide me with a steady income and health
insurance. Only two and a half months into our marriage — our
newlywed days — and the for worse part was our reality. I would
have been violently angry if I hadn’t been so damn scared.
The fractures required facial reconstructive surgery once the
swelling went down. Some of the bone fragments, one doctor
explained to me, were telescoping behind other pieces. In order
to correct it, two small metal plates were attached to her skull
and screwed into place to stabilize the broken sections of her
face. The procedure was done at the University of Maryland and
took nearly four hours. It took her another two weeks to recover
from that.
Then, one day in October, it happened… the first sign of
Patty coming back.
***
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We own a small media company and one of the main printers
went down. Patty is our work geek, the one in charge of fixing
all the machines and keeping the tech components up and running. When I came home from work, she wanted to know how
the day went. I explained to her that our Epson was finished.
As far as I could tell, it was beyond hope and I’d have to start
hunting down a new one. The problem was I had print orders to
fulfill and now we were effectively shut down.
“Take me to work. Let me shee what’sh going on wif it,” she
pleaded through clenched teeth.
“No, absolutely not. You’re not going in. I’ll figure out who
to call in the morning.”
Here’s the thing about my wife: she is the definition of
relentless. With eyes full of determination, no longer seeing
double and no longer encumbered by broken bones, she told me
she was serious. She wanted to get out of the house. These walls
were closing in and she just wanted to get out. Please, could I
just let her try? At least let her go for a car ride? I didn’t want to,
but I gave in.
Under the cover of darkness, we arrived at the office. I
helped her inside and sat her down. I flicked on the printer and
the computer screen. “You swear you are OK?”
“Yesh.”
My regret was immediate: She’s supposed to be recovering.
Why did I let her talk me into this? The answer should have
been a firm no. What am I doing here? She should be home resting, not here working. I’m failing her and —
“It’sh fixed.”
“Wait. What?!”
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Sure enough, she had managed to reset the counter code.
Something I didn’t know existed or was even possible. The
printer was back online and ready for action. Astonishment is
an understatement. I couldn’t believe my eyes. My heart leapt
in my chest. I wanted to grab her up in a bear hug, but I resisted
that particular impulse.
“Now, can we go get a milkshake?” One corner of her mouth
turned up in a little grin.
And there she was. My Patty. Coming back to me.
***
Today marks a year. It’s not a pleasant anniversary but an anniversary nonetheless. And as humans are wont to do, we mark
time passing with celebrations and homages, however small or
personal. Today marks the day I almost lost her. Today marks the
day I know for sure that I did not.
She came back, little by little. The road has been long and arduous; there remains a good bit of distance yet to go. The dinosaur egg appears to be a permanent fixture on the outside of her
left leg and the dark scar tissue on her arms and ankles will fade
in time. The left side of her face is numb. She can’t feel it when
her nose runs; sometimes she dribbles when she drinks. There
is only a little sliver of a scar above her left eye; the doctor tried
to hide it in her eyebrow. If I touch ever so lightly, I can feel the
plates and screws just under her soft skin. But I don’t do that.
She doesn’t need reminding.
Math is harder now. She fumbles for words when she gets
flustered, sometimes stuttering over her words. When I see it,
I reach over and remind her it’s ok, remind her to just take her
time. Once in a while she gets angry because she feels changed,
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robbed even. “I wasn’t like this before. He took that away from
me and he had no right,” she will say in those moments when
she feels less confident and more self-conscious of how her
brain functions now. I don’t argue with her about it. Not ever.
Honestly, I’m just grateful she’s here.
We know life isn’t fair. We never imagined how changed our
lives would be. We never thought we’d miss our honeymoon or
lose the newlywed buzz so quickly. But we learned a far greater
lesson: we can make it. Together.
And I learned this:
I thought I loved my wife on our wedding day. I thought
it was the pinnacle of my understanding of her. It wasn’t. As I
watched her suffer, as I watched her refuse to give into self-pity
and pain, as I watched her treat her recovery as a mission, I realized Patty is much more than I ever knew. Her will is iron and
her determination is stone. Her heart thrums and pushes like the
ocean, never ceasing and never yielding. Patty is some kind of
extraordinary phenomenon, rising like the sun each morning and
only conceding when the night has come again. In all my life, I
have never witnessed tenacity like this.
That I cherish, respect, and love her as I do today is no accident at all.
Stephanie L. Fowler, resides in Berlin MD, and is president of
the MWA Lower Eastern Shore Chapter. No Accident was published in Medium.com in August. www.saltwatermedia.com.
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NON-FICTION / PERSONAL ESSAYS

				

Change and Continuity
by Ted Weber

The girl stands on the platform before the altar in the ancient
stone church. She’s eleven or twelve, with an olive complexion
and long dark hair, dressed in a white robe tied with a green
rope. A wooden crucifix hangs from her neck. Her face is relaxed, eyes open but soft.
Perched on filigreed candelabra on either side of the girl,
candles flicker, casting animated mottles of light and shadow.
Tendrils of smoke rise from incense sticks, smelling of pine sap,
citrus and balsam. Light streams down from a large stained glass
window, tinting the girl’s hair and garments and the altar behind
her.
The window, a vertical rectangle topped by an arch, contains
intricate arrangements of color and shades. Focusing on a single
portion reveals finer and finer forms in a seemingly endless progression. The margins have repeating patterns of leaves, flowers,
and fruit, each in a different hue.
Filling the center of the window is a finely detailed meadow,
bisected by a brook. The water seems to flow, undulating downstream and flashing white over stone riffles. Behind the meadow,
a forest rises up the slopes of foothills. White-capped mountains
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tower beyond. A stag grazes in the meadow and an eagle soars
overhead. Soars in great circles.
The stag twitches its ears and glances up, grass between its
teeth. A small wolf races into the picture from the lower left
corner. Two men wearing sewn animal skins follow, carrying long
poles with sharp points. The stag turns and runs. Two more men
rise from the grass ahead of it. They hurl short spears from throwing shafts with a holding cup at the end. The spears fly toward the
deer. One pierces its chest. It stumbles and crashes to the ground.
The girl raises her chin, parts her lips and begins singing.
Her voice is high and angelic, and echoes off the stone walls.
Abwûn d’bwaschmâja
Nethkâdasch schmach
Behind the girl, the window transforms like a kaleidoscope.
The wilderness image breaks apart. Fragments shift, rotate and
change color. New details emerge.
The upper half resolves into a line of twelve women harvesting a field of amber wheat. The women squat on leather sandals
and wear simple wool robes dyed different colors and long white
headdresses bound with a cord across the forehead. They grab
fistfuls of grain stalks and slice them near the base with curved
sickles. When they can hold no more, they pull out a few stalks,
wrap them around the bundle and tie a simple knot. They place
the tied bundles on the cleared ground and continue the advance.
The lower half of the window depicts a different scene, a
grandiose stone room with gold-painted columns and statues.
In the back of the room, behind a red altar draped with white
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cloth, two six-winged seraphim grip a gold-plated chest. Below,
bearded men face the chest and chant. Soldiers wearing leather
armor and bronze helmets burst inside. They stab the praying
men with spears and short swords, sparing none.
Beneath the window, the girl tilts gleaming eyes upward and
continues to sing.
Hagiasthêtô to onoma sou
Elthetô hê basileia sou
The window rearranges itself again. On the upper half, a
partly completed aqueduct stretches from a grassy hill, connected stone arches rising high above the ground. Men on wooden
scaffolds add stones to the nearest section and trawl cement into
the seams. Teams of horses haul carts filled with rocks. In the
foreground, two men in fine robes examine a paper scroll and
discuss something inaudibly.
The lower half of the window depicts two armies gathering
in ranks on a hilly plain. The men in front carry long spears and
painted shields. Behind these lines, men ride horses with scaled
armor. One side has elephants with towers on top. The two sides
shoot arrows at each other, slicing arcs across the sky. Men drop
and stain the dirt with their blood. Soundless horns blow and the
lines charge each other.
The girl presses her hands together and continues to sing.
Fiat voluntas tua
sicut in caelo, et in terra.
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The window shifts again. On the top half, a massive church
rises from a hill in a great city. Facing the sun and shining orange and gold, the structure is square with tall piers and rounded
roofs. It is topped by an expansive dome covered in scaffolding.
Barely visible, men scramble along the walkways and up ladders.
In the lower half, a motley crowd marches to a high palace
wall. They carry sticks and torches and shout silent cries of anger. They pry cobble stones from the street and hurl them at the
palace. Archers appear in the crenels atop the wall and fire at the
crowd, dropping scores. The crowd backs away and sets nearby
shops on fire.
The girl tightens her jaw and continues singing.
And forgyf us ure gyltas swa
Swa we forgyfað urum gyltendum
The upper half of the window rearranges into a red and gold
pavilion staked into the grass along a wide river. Bearded men
are gathered beneath the pavilion, most wearing tunics over
chain mail. Others wear the robes of monks or priests. They lean
forward with serene expressions. A middle-aged man wearing a
red cape and a golden circlet sits in an elaborately carved chair
before a small table. Shoulders hunched, he accepts a quill from
a shaven-headed monk and signs his name at the bottom of a
broad parchment crowded with words.
Beneath this scene, torches dimly illuminate a chamber with
iron utensils hanging on the stone walls. Half hidden in shadows, a young man in a cape and a portly monk direct men in
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dark robes with peaked caps as they gather around three naked
prisoners. One, a teenage boy, hangs by his wrists from the
ceiling, heavy weights fastened to his feet. Another prisoner, an
elderly man, is bound in a spiked chair. Robed figures tighten his
restraints, forcing the spikes into his flesh. His mouth opens and
he thrashes his head. The third, a young woman, is stretched out
on a bench. A robed figure pulls pole-mounted iron claws out of
a fire and walks toward her.
Eyebrows knotted, the girl continues to sing.
And lede us not into temptacion
But delyuere us from euyl.
The upper half of the window morphs into a quartet of men
on a wooden platform. One mixes paints in ceramic bowls. The
other three apply paintbrushes to a curved section of ceiling just
above, coloring and shading an outlined woman. Her face and
left arm are finished. She is young and beautiful, with flowing
curls half wrapped in a blue cowl. The painter in the center, a
thirtyish man with a dark beard and intense eyes, directs the
other three and applies the finest brush.
Below this image, men wearing steel chest plates and helmets emerge from the entrances of stone buildings. They fire
muskets and flintlock pistols at a crowd of unarmed bronzeskinned men wearing bright garments and silver discs. More
armored men charge on horseback out of alleyways toward a
silver litter lined with parrot feathers. They hack off arms and
heads with swords and the remaining crowd flees with panicked
eyes and screaming mouths.
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Brow wrinkled, the girl drums her fingertips together and
sings strained notes.
For thine is the kingdom
And the power
And the glory
For ever.
The upper half of the window rearranges itself. A man stands
at a wall-sized blackboard, writing equations with a piece of
chalk. He has tousled black hair, a bushy moustache, rounded
cheeks, and a dimpled chin, and wears a tweed jacket. He draws
a box around each equation and nearly fills the board. In the
remaining space in the bottom right corner, he finishes, E = mc2.
Beneath the man at the blackboard, a long train pulls up to a
stretch of brick and plywood buildings behind barb wire fences.
Thick black smoke belches from tall chimneys beyond. Soldiers herd emaciated men, women, and children out of the train
and through a gate with the words “ARBEI MACHT FREI”
overhead. Gray-uniformed guards, both male and female, take
the prisoners’ suitcases, coats, and shoes and toss them into big
piles.
Feet still planted but eyes feverish and darting, the girl’s
voice shakes and cracks.
Amen.
The window fades to black. In the upper half, billions of
white points perforate the darkness. A searing bright spot commands the left. A small, blotchy gray crescent lies to its right,
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then a larger blue crescent with patches of green and brown
overlaid by white swirls. In the center of the scene floats a space
station, a spot lit metal framework with rows of panels stretching
to either side and pointing toward the bright spot. A shaft runs
through the framework, on which three spoked wheels rotate
slowly. A second lattice connects to it; within this, tiny figures
and multi-armed spheres hover over a long white cylinder with
its own spinning rings and a cluster of smaller cylinders at the
far end. A starship.
The lower half of the window also has a black background
with white points, but a curved spherical section of blue, brown
and white stretches across the bottom. A formation of long cylinders enters the view, blue flames jetting from the ends facing
forward. The starships slow and point toward the surface below.
Lights strobe on wire-hooped tracks slung beneath the cylinders,
and bullet-shaped objects shoot toward the sphere’s surface,
where they create bright flashes and expanding rings of dirty
orange. The bombardment continues until the entire surface is
dark gray.
Ted Weber has pursued writing and other arts since childhood.
His first published novel, a near-future cyberpunk thriller titled
Sleep State Interrupt, was a finalist for the 2017 Compton Crook
Award. He is working on two sequels and other books. By day,
Mr. Weber works as an ecologist for a non-profit organization,
and has papers in numerous scientific journals. He lives in Annapolis with his wife Karen, and is a member of MWA’s Annapolis chapter.
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The Madmen Down the Rabbit Hole
By Tony Russo

For those of us who haunt the thrift stores, there is a special
pleasure in flipping through the LP records. Much like looking through a parent’s yearbook, you get to marvel at the alien
cultural aesthetic of the fairly recent past. Occasionally you find
a record you like and, even less occasionally, one you like that
isn’t scratched, but the thrill of the chase keeps you flipping.
That and the vaguely moldy aroma of rotting cardboard and dust
which is part and parcel of the low-rent thrift store experience.
Many of the co-op antique malls, indoor flea markets and
thrift stores in rural America feel heavy with desperation, as if
each of the vendors is trading on nostalgia and regret. These
places are collections of ill-informed purchases, poorly chosen
gifts and unwanted inheritances. There is a difference in kind
between the mentality that donates these items to, say, a Goodwill and those who instead hope to turn it into a cottage industry.
But, seriously, God bless them for it.
I was paging through a few dozen records with my wife
when I came across “This Is Ralph.” The cover photo, in grainy,
nearly-blurred black and white, showed a man (presumably
Ralph) sitting at a baby grand piano. Ralph is missing most of
his left leg and the pant that should contain it is rolled under into
itself to almost his hip. His hair, likely Brylcreemed and in the
Rockabilly businessman style he committed to in the 1960s, is
about finished graying, but still full and thick above his side-
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burns. The baby grand occupies a corner in a neat, middle class
living room. There is baseboard heat, print curtains concealing
a bay window, and a plate tastefully hung on one of those gold
plate hangers you can find at any thrift store. From the moment I saw him, Ralph’s gumption captivated me. The indie
record, which was produced by the Childs - Ford Foundation
and included “the personal testimony of Rev. Loren Duffield,”
probably cost very little to make. The reason I didn’t buy it immediately was the clerk at the thrift store, who very possibly was
out of his mind.
The store occupied a space in a strip mall that used to house
a furniture store. It was appropriately nooked and crannied, and
lorded over by a man in his late forties with a graying goatee.
So far as we could tell, he had been sitting silently before we arrived, maybe messing with his phone, maybe reading or suffering from temporary catatonia. “This is Ralph” was in a front bin,
and I discovered it within the first few minutes. By then, “Promises in the Dark” by Pat Benatar had come on and the clerk
started whistling along aggressively, sometimes breaking into
understated song and sometimes full voice. The only thing you
really need to know about “Promises in the Dark” is that it is
kind of rocky and about five minutes long. By the time the song
reached its crescendo the proprietor had strapped on a bass guitar and was playing along. The concert had begun. He popped in
The Police for a bit, playing and singing along until he got bored
and then skipping to another song. He did this again and again,
often in the middle of the song he was performing. He sang with
calculation, working hard to impress with an attitude that both
dared and begged us to engage him. It was disquieting in a way
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I had trouble placing at first. If he were 19, it would be clear he
was looking to pick up someone in the store. But he wasn’t 19
and there were only four people in the store, two clearly married
couples. Eventually, we were driven from the place as much by
a need to analyze what was happening as to escape the pop-up
concert in a strip mall thrift store before it got even more uncomfortable that it already was. I took a photo of “This is Ralph”
as a souvenir.
The existence of the record plagued me a bit. If you hang
around junk shops, you see a lot of “preacher” records, which
have sermons interspersed with gospel or inspirational songs.
I struggled with the idea of listening to a sermon and hymns
as one might, say, a favorite song and tried to imagine a home
where this might be played. I pictured a very old woman puttering around the kitchen, wearing a quilted housecoat and sipping
her Sanka as she shuffled through a morning routine built upon
serving a long-absent family. Surely, for the faithful, new and
deeper meanings can make themselves known over time, but the
little I have heard of the born again preacher types left me with
the impression that the appeal is not to deeper meaning, so much
as to louder emotion; an affirmation of righteousness.
I started to research the Childs-Ford Foundation for Christian Outreach, Inc., which the internet told me was organized as
a nonprofit to “help the handicapped.” I worried that they had
exploited Ralph. It was a worry without warrant or merit, but the
record cover and the circumstances under which the foundation
would have financed it boggled my mind. It seemed very odd
that there was a charity conceived to help disab musicians produce records. I wondered whether it was more like the “Make-
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A-Wish” foundation for the deeply pious.
The foundation practically had disappeared from the internet
except for a mention as part of the obituary of Gary Childs who,
at “Age 64 and 7 months, ended his journey and fell asleep in
Christ.” It included a picture of Gary, whom I suspect was developmentally disabled, looking at the camera from under an aging
white baseball cap logoed with a leaping Exxon tiger. He wore
a thin mustache and a red, jowelly countenance. Entries from
friends in the funeral home’s online guest book describe Gary
as sweet and kind and loving his pets. When Gary died he was
living with his father, Ralph, at an Alzheimer’s care community.
I was so consumed with finding out about the Foundation that I
continued my search for a full 20 minutes before it occurred to
me that Gary’s father was the Ralph from the record cover. The
question, then, wasn’t whether the foundation exploited Ralph,
but whether it was anything other than his tax exempt self-publishing label. The short answer is, “of course it was.”
The Rev. Ralph H.R. Childs was a gospel performer of note,
if you ran in the right circles. He was lauded as having been (in
the 1970s) the most prolific Church of God recording artist. I
found four records online; three featured the fact that he was in
a wheelchair pretty prominently, the fourth was an empty cross
tableau with the words, “Of Thee I Sing” on it. I’ll only note the
depth of the lack of irony in the record’s title and move along,
but the hamfisted name gave me my first inkling that there was
something off. I continued my research and found a website that
had his records posted for my listening pleasure and things got
really, really dark.
There’s a difficult and delicate balance between a religious
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and a secular life, particularly in the financial end of things.
There really aren’t any rules about who can be a preacher, and,
as a person outside of religion, I’m always a little sensitive to
the possibility of a scam. A disabled touring musician/preacher
who starts a nonprofit foundation to produce records for the
disabled feels a little on the nose to me, especially given that
the nonprofit headquarters doubled as his home. That concern
was very much on my mind when I played the track entitled, “A
Medley with Narration featuring the personal testimony of Rev.
Loren Duffield.”
The song begins with Ralph, playing what one may assume
is the baby grand in his living room and crooning, “Something
Beautiful.” It’s about how even when noble goals are undermined, God will provide solace and a new direction. As the
music continues, so does Ralph, Motown style, reading the
Reverend Duffield’s testimony. The reverend, as it turns out, is
not a famous orator, but a jailhouse preacher on death row for
the murder and rape of 14 year old Connie Padget.
The Rev. didn’t say as much in the letter Ralph read over
the music. He just mentioned that he had been on death row
for murder and through a series of divine interventions had his
execution stayed until the death penalty was banned in 1972 and
his sentence commuted to life in prison. At this point, too far
down the rabbit hole to stop, I acquainted myself with the case.
Back before he was a Reverend, Loren was just a sailor stationed at Norfolk. One day he noticed a sign that said a girl was
available for babysitting. He called the number and arranged
to meet her at a local laundromat. He picked her up, raped and
strangled her and dumped her body. Then, he went to the police
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and reported that he had been attacked and sustained scratches
on his face in the ensuing robbery. He told his wife the same
thing. When Connie didn’t make it home and her brother, who
had the self-possession to get the license plate and a good look
at Loren, identified him as the man who took his sister, there
wasn’t much more to say. Loren answered Jesus’ call after he
was caught. As he would put it a decade later, when writing
about how God intervened to commute his sentence and end the
death penalty: “I faced the trials of man with the knowledge that
Christ stood with me.”
For the second time that afternoon I was duped by my own
bias; it was a lot to take in. When you hear someone was sentenced to the electric chair for murder, you think, “stick-up gone
wrong” or “inheritance scam.” Your mind doesn’t go to “rape
and murder of a little girl.” Or at least mine doesn’t, or didn’t.
The bare bones of the case were astounding enough. The fact
that he was able to avoid the electric chair by arguing that his
confession was coerced and that his murder clothes were obtained by illegal search and seizure makes it a little tougher. Let
me be clear: I’m not a death penalty guy. That isn’t what this is
about, though. This is about sincerity. Loren was no more guided
by divine inspiration than was the dude who decided to jump up
and start bass guitar practice in the middle of his work day. He
was guided by hope, which is something even more primal and,
in some respects, more dangerous.
I’m not being a supervillain here, I’m a huge fan of hope.
Hope is the way we feel about things turning out to our advantage in the future. I always can hope to win the lottery this
week; but only after I admit that my hope to win it last week
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was unfulfilled. If we hope too desperately for something with
too little regard for the facts against us, hope turns to faith. Put
another way, faith is hope we cannot deny. That sounds pleasant
enough, appropriate to an inspirational poster, but it all depends
upon what one hopes. From the moment he decided to rape and
murder a little girl, Loren hoped to get away with it. This is not
an equivocation; he looked to a future wherein things would go
well for him. The worse they went, capture, imprisonment, a
death sentence, the more he continued to hope. Until all that was
left was the faith that he would escape his crime unscathed. In
his letter as read by Ralph, Loren talks about how he promised
to give his life to God before every appeal and forgot it soon
after it was granted, right up until Virginia’s death penalty was
rescinded. After that, when he was freed from the possibility of
execution and (I suppose) had his eye on clemency, he devoted
his life to the ministry in earnest. Hope can only lead us to assume the absurd, whether that is single-handedly bringing about
world peace or getting away with murder.
My real hope was to write a kooky story about faith being
used to exploit Ralph as a fundraising tool for some religious
foundation, not to lose a day down an internet rabbit hole with
murderers and frauds. With each new uncomfortable revelation, I held fast to the absurdity of an old lady listening to Ralph
croon while imagining the poor, ecstatic Loren in his lonely jail
cell. The only thing I came away with was that sincerity isn’t
something you project, it is something you exude. It isn’t a feeling you have, it is a feeling other people intuit about you, for
better or worse. The reason we have all these records and television preachers and jailhouse evangelists is that, for people who
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are running out of hope, faith doesn’t just make perfect sense, it
is the only alternative.
For what it’s worth, Rev. Loren Duffield died in prison a little more than 50 years after he killed Connie Padget. His hope of
getting out of prison was dashed. His faith in the afterlife is still
undetermined. At this writing Ralph was living in the Alzheimer’s wardroom he shared with his son Gary. The dude behind the
counter, I’m sure, still is practicing his bass there, hoping to look
aloof and approachable at the same time.
Tony Russo has worked as a print and digital journalist for the
better part of the 21st century, writing for and editing regional
newspapers and websites. Tony has produced podcasts since
2007 and is co-host of the “So What’s Your Story?” writing podcast and radio program. He lives in Delmar, Md. with his wife
Kelly and the two of his four daughters who have not moved
out. Together they keep their dog and cat comfortable.
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Happy Together: Helicopters
and Boomerangs
by Janet M. Ruck

The oldest members of the baby boom generation turned 70
last year. But this group of nearly 75 million men and women
born between 1946 and 1964 is not about to call itself old, senior, or retired.
While living longer and enjoying perhaps the best lifestyles
of any prior generation, boomers are victims of a scourge that
has caught them unaware – unbridled joy in retirement.
It seems as if years of prosperity and the ability to live
without stress and deprivation can take a toll on boomers’ identity. According to research from The Institute for Aging Well,
couples who struggle together for daily survival and sustenance
cultivate strong bonds. Myron Poe, researcher at The Institute
stated: “A camaraderie develops when couples are united against
a common purpose or foe. Baby boomer couples, having survived years of turmoil while raising children, pursuing jobs and
paying bills, now find themselves with free time which they
resent spending in activities that are fun and relaxing and selffocused.”
As one boomer described it: “I wasn’t raised like this. All
play and no work. It’s just not right.”
There is hope. Experts have observed a resurgence of boomer happiness in retirement when millennial offspring, commonly
called “boomerang kids,” return to the nest. Adult children who
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move out and then boomerang back has provided an unlikely
antidote for boomer guilt stemming from time exercising at the
gym, planning cruises and dabbling in the creative arts.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, by age 27, a majority of millennials born between 1980 and 1984 had moved out
of their parental homes. However, more than half of them had
returned home after initially leaving, and over 20 percent were
still living with their parents at age 27.
Recent analysis shows that in many cases, boomer parents
often unwittingly entice their millennial children back home
using offers of cable TV (or Netflix), their own refrigerator and
often a basement where they can entertain their friends with
craft beers and tacos from a local food truck.
“After all,” Myron Poe explained, “the entire point of marriage is the proliferation of people. Childless marriages, once
viewed with suspicion, become more suspect when an older
couple is now living life to the fullest without the burden of
child-rearing, endless kids’ activities and increasingly difficult
homework.”
Fortunately, both parties recognize that a return to the childhood bedroom is tantamount to an admission of failure, which
could lead to further regression. Therefore, the basement, comfortable yet without the stigma of dependency, is often a transition between adolescence and adulthood. It has been observed in
recent years that many a young adulthood is being lived out in a
basement bedroom.
As a group, millennials have reshaped the real estate market, preferring “tiny houses” or, alternatively, their parents’
basement. They have been hesitant to buy items such as luxury
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goods, favoring a “minimalist” lifestyle, which they ride out in
their parents’ basement. They postpone buying cars, leading to
the growth of the sharing economy, exemplified by Uber and
Lyft, and sharing their parents’ beat up Volvo.
This trend has resulted in the heartbreaking paradox of the
successful millennial. Boomers, who also excelled as helicopter parents, once breathed a cautious sigh of relief when they
launched a contributing member of society who pays taxes,
raises children, and maintains a residence. When the reality
sets in that they have shaped a functioning, independent adult,
the emptiness can be so profound as to be a primary cause of
sabotage of their millennial’s autonomy. Myron Poe has stated
that boomeranging can be a surprise shot in the arm for many a
retirement once in jeopardy from just too damn much fun.
Like the choice made by floundering couples to have a baby
to save their marriage, the return of the millennial unites boomer
parents in a daily struggle for the survival of their offspring and
a fervent dream for an empty nest. However, somewhat inconsistently, this nest, which has been feathered and nurtured over
decades, when finally emptied, provides a hollow glimpse into a
joyful retirement which is unable to survive on its own.
Marriage and family therapist Karen Moore has noticed
this trend in her psychotherapy practice. “Most of the boomer
couples who seek counseling are distraught over their lack of
purpose and direction, having spent their marriage providing for
their children and a household. It is difficult for them to let go
of what they believe to be the most important role of their lives,
that of parents, and so they find it difficult to maintain a schedule
of enjoyment and relaxation.”
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70-year old Walmart greeter Leland Bland echoes the sentiment. “My wife and I spent 10 years of sheer retirement bliss
living on a houseboat in the Caribbean. Viewing unlimited
beautiful sunsets and meeting the most interesting people on
earth left us feeling empty and selfish. But our 30-year old son
lost his job and needed to come back home. We’re in the process
of renovating the basement into his bedroom; we converted his
room into a yoga studio. I have a job and my boy is back. This is
truly the happiest time of my life.”
An entire industry has sprung forth to accommodate the
trend. West Elm and Wayfair have catered to the boomerang
generation, creating furnishings and products that are inexpensive enough that a millennial with $100K in college loan debt
can furnish an entire basement on a barista’s salary.
Everyone wins. Boomer parents can relax in the satisfaction
that their offspring is once again safe and sound under their roof.
United in a common purpose to house and to hold their struggling progeny, they excitedly welcome the opportunity to keep
this young one alive and afloat - again.
Finally, they are free from the guilt of a joyful retirement,
with days squandered playing golf, swimming or learning how
to paint. Mercifully, they are no longer impeded from pursuing what they enjoy most – to hover, worry and give advice to a
young person who just won’t listen.
Janet Ruck retired from the federal government, and transitioned into a second career as a career coach. She has co-authored two federal job search books: Guide to America’s Federal
Jobs and Find Your Federal Job Fit. Her goal for writing is
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to help others achieve success and satisfaction in their careers.
Lately she has ventured into writing humorous memoir. She
blogs at geezergoddess.com.

That was the Moment
by Victoria Clarkson

My father was not someone who sat still. At 73, he was still
working fulltime, he chopped his own firewood and he had just
finished rebuilding the back deck of his house. He was the picture of health; until a heart attack took him away from us. That
was the moment that I realized the torch had been passed onto
me. He was gone. I was next.
In the aftermath of my father’s passing, I came across
boxes and boxes of photographs dating back to the mid-19th
century. Family photographs that I never knew existed. Although
I was grieving, I was ecstatic at my new-found treasures. Each
fragile photograph I pulled from the dusty, overstuffed boxes
thrilled me as though I had won the lottery. That was the moment that the stories that had been shared year after year during
family gatherings now had faces.
The wildest stories we heard was that of my third great
grandfather Thomas Easton. These stories were so far-fetched,
that for years I assumed it was just crazy family folklore. Once
I became passionate about genealogy and engrossed in research,
that was the moment I realized these stories were indeed true.
Thomas was a mariner from Baltimore, a sailing master in the
war of 1812, a ship captain who sailed across the Atlantic bring-
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ing goodies from France and he also navigated steamboats up
the Mississippi.
His wife was Elizabeth Smith Easton from Frederick, MD.
When I came across her photograph, that was the moment when
the story took on a very different meaning for me. Her expressionless face on the yellowed paper revealed a life that was not
exciting or exotic. She picked up and moved to a new seaport
every few years; St. Louis, New Orleans, Mobile and New York.
She had birthed and buried babies along the way. She was twenty years younger than her husband, and when he was killed in an
accident in 1858, she was left penniless to raise her 5–year-old
son William. Eventually, she made her way back to Baltimore,
where she spent the next 22 years fighting the US Navy for her
husband’s pension of eight dollars a month.
In 1900, Kodak’s Brownie camera was introduced to the
public for $1. Now everyone could take snapshots of the horse
hauling the milk wagon and children playing stick ball. My
family was the first in line to own a Brownie camera. I have no
documentation to back this up. There are some things you just
know and I knew that was the moment when cardboard boxes
started filling up. They started filling up with candid, strange
and festive photos of blurry Halloween costumes, ugly Christmas trees and colorful autumn foliage captured on black and
white film. Some of the photographs I found were complete with
double exposures, too much light, not enough light and I even
found one picture which was “photo bombed” by a beloved family member.
One photograph is of an old man with a long beard, sitting
in a rocking chair with a baby in his lap. This was my great-
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great grandfather Balthazar Litz, an immigrant from Bavaria. He
served in the 5th US Calvary during the civil war. Little did he
know that when his finger was shot off in the Battle of Manassas; that was the moment his family would be talking about at
every Thanksgiving dinner for years to come.
Balthazar’s wife was Franziska Eckstein. In order for her
to leave Bavaria to marry Balthazar in the United States, she
had to sign a letter basically agreeing that she would stay on the
ship until she reached her destination and not do anything to
embarrass the Bavarian people. In one early photograph probably taken after the war; a young, slender, beautiful and smiling
Franziska poses in her pretty dress. In another photo, twelve
children later, Franziska’s bulky, worn out frame is draped in a
faded house dress and dingy apron. For 30 years, she had a baby
hanging on her breast, stopping only long enough to give birth to
the next child. She washed clothes by hand, prepared food one
meal after another and she lost all of her teeth. At 50 years of
age, she had nothing to smile about. That was the moment when
I realized, as busy and crazy as my life is with my job and commuting, children and housework; I can’t compare my workload
to the women of the past.
The baby in Balthazar’s lap was my grandmother Rosemary; she was born in 1906, in the Irish neighborhood of
Swampoodle, Washington DC. She was the story teller in the
family. Year after year, she shared the stories of the family
members who came before us. Where they were born, what they
did for a living, who they married and what church they attended. Staring at that photograph of my grandmother as a baby
in the lap of my great-great grandfather; that was the moment,
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I saw her as a touchstone to the past, the keeper of the stories.
So many stories were inside her head and she would tell them
to anyone who would listen. Heck, she told the stories to people
who weren’t listening.
By the time my grandmother had graduated from high school
in 1922, women had served and died in World War I, they had
earned the right to vote, and they were driving cars. It was a
time of new found freedom. Before Rosemary entered college
that year, she posed for a photograph on the beach with a group
of friends wearing a skimpy swimsuit, sporting a bobbed haircut
and holding a cigarette. That was the moment when I realized
that my grandmother hasn’t always been the extremely conservative and deeply religious Catholic woman that she led everyone to believe.
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. If this is true, I
have dusty boxes filled with millions and millions of words. For
over 150 years these photographs laid in wait, and they waited
and waited for someone see their words, to see their stories, to
feel their pain, their joy, to witness their history and their fashion. These cardboard boxes are bursting at the seams with stories
that need to be told.
When the attic was emptied and the house was sold; and
these boxes found their way into my home and my heart, that
was the moment I knew I had stories to tell.
Victoria Clarkson is a member of the MWA, Annapolis chapter
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FLASH FICTION
Virtuoso Performance

by Steve Lubs

“Pommel horse—Harmon up next. Wilson on deck.”
I started when I heard the announcer’s statement. I’m up? So
soon? Goes through my head. Wait—the judges haven’t—
Silence permeated the gym as the four judges raised their
signs. The scores: 5.5…5.8…5.6…5.5. Final score: 5.65. Can I
beat that? It would be close.
TV coverage of gymnastic competition usually shows the
events with the most dramatic impact: handstands, handsprings,
front and back flips in the air above the floor exercise mat, spinning and twisting above and below the parallel bars, circling and
flying around the horizontal bar ten feet above the floor. On the
pommel horse, all the performer does is go back and forth above
it, his feet tracing circles in the air, as four judges watch. People
not familiar with gymnastic competition wonder what is the big
deal. But performers, Olympic contenders down to high school,
will tell you that, in spite of it being an inanimate object, “The
horse bucks and kicks”.
My stomach flips and flops as I walk towards it. I remember the months spent practicing after class, five days a week, an
hour and a half each day, working to make my routines appear
smooth and effortless. I’m okay with the other events—I didn’t
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fall off that often—but not with this one. I try to calm down, focus on my routine, not worry about the judges, the crowd watching from the bleachers or the other team.
I stop at the chalk box, taking an extra thirty seconds to
‘wash’ my hands with the white powder. Gymnastic chalk absorbs moisture, so the performer’s hands don’t slip on the leather
covering. I look over the audience, then stare at my hands. More
than usual—the bleachers are over half full. Lord help me.
Forget the crowd. Focus on your routine.
I step up on the floor mat surrounding the apparatus, and
raise one hand. The head judge looks at the other three; they
nod. The head judge turns to me, and indicates, Ready.
The coach’s voice repeats in my head, Focus on the horse…
push the rest out of your mind. For a few moments, it works. I
grab the pommels, lean in and jump.
I’m on top of the horse, looking down, my body swinging.
Remember—stretch out…don’t sit. I swing around once, twice;
I struggle, trying to push myself back over the center. There…
whoa —I’m off. Push, lift up, keep going. I move down to my
right, swing around the end, push myself up closer to the center.
Push again, and I’m in the middle, struggling, swinging awkwardly. Fear grips me: I’m not gonna make it—
I’m barely halfway through my routine, and I’m tiring
quickly. Failure. I let go, quit trying…and something happens:
muscle memory takes over. My body, my hands, move without
thought, knowing exactly what to do; the rest of me is along for
the ride. I ‘watch’ as I lean this way and that, going around and
around, back and forth, up and down and back.
Now my legs separate. Instead of going in circles, my body
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rocks from side to side, as my legs become scissors, cutting
the air over the horse, one, two, three, four times. At the top of
a swing, one leg stops, the other moves forward, and I begin
circling again. Down to the side, around the end, up, over and…
dismount. I plant my feet in the mat and stand for a moment, my
mind coming back to the real world of the judges, the spectators,
the gym. I raise my hand; the head judge nods.
I stumble over to my teammates. A few grin, shake my hand,
pat me on the back. They stop as we all turn to see the scores.
The three other judges are talking with the head judge; there
is a dispute about my performance. I wait, nervous, shaking.
Then the scores: 5.6…5.8…5.8…and…6.0. The crowd is
applauding, my teammates are shouting and pounding me on the
back, and I’m—
#
“You okay, son?”
The voice comes out of nowhere. I see a man wearing a janitor’s uniform; he looks at me. Behind him, the gym is empty, the
equipment put away. “Yeah. I’m fine,” I answer.
“You sure? You’ve been sitting here, not moving, for a long
time. Thought you might be sick.”
“No. I’m okay. Really.” I pause. “I was just…thinking.”
He looks at the empty gym, then turns back to me; he grins.
“I’m about to close up. Don’t want you gettin’ locked up in here.”
“Thanks. I’ll be right behind you.” I push myself up, get on
my crutches, and hobble after the old man towards the exit.
Steve Lubs, an engineer, writes science fiction, fantasy and
mystery. but have branched out recently into mystery. His work
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has been published in professional and other magazines. He has
lead the Writers’ Workshop at the Baltimore Science Fiction
Society annual convention for over twenty years. Steve is a
member of MWA.
				

Senhor Paulo

by Benjamin B. Beck

I just want him to recognize me. But it’s clear from the
slump of his body in the wheelchair and his unfocussed floorward stare that there would be no words of greeting, no warm
handshake. My cautious embrace is unreturned. Plaques and
neural tangles in his brain have stolen the person and mercilessly
left only the still-running shell of his 93 year-old body. I hope
for a trace of a smile but his mouth is unmoving. Not even a
flickered glance.
We were different. He a Brazilian rancher, horseman, hawkeyed inheritor of 200 years of family history and worked earth.
The muscles and tendons of his lean body used to twitch like
cables when he moved or spoke. Me, an American scientist, city
man, privileged to be returning monkeys to his land. He spoke
no English, I only limited Portuguese. Sometimes my colleagues
would translate, but he and I had an uncanny ability to converse.
Sometimes he’d dismount and invite me to his veranda. His
wife, summoned by the wordless cues of 50 years of marriage,
would appear with coffee or freshly squeezed lemonade. There
were sipping silences, but he knew he had an audience of one
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and would soon start talking. No money anymore in ranching…
he knew the government had made it illegal to sell sand from the
river but, after all, it was his sand and he needed the money…
could I help him catch the poachers who were hunting on his
land…? Drinks drained, we’d clasp each other’s shoulders and
return to our work with sheep and monkeys.
One day he showed me the family chapel, the rear-most
room of the house. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, Brazilian priests rode from ranch to ranch on Sunday to say mass for
the owners’ families and ranch hands. Each house had a chapel. I
remembered his chapel as being richly gilded in gold. On another day, he told me how his father had to defend the ranch from
squatters, first by threatening them, then by shooting their dogs
and horses, and finally by shooting the squatters themselves.
Their blood, he said, stained the river, which was why the place
is called the Red River ranch. He told me to keep this story “in
the wax of my ears” (this required translation).
It’s been ten years. I want to see him again, hear his raspy
voice, share a coffee, enjoy the ever-changing menagerie of dogs
at his feet. I’ve heard he’s not well. I’m getting old too. Maybe I
just want to say goodbye. Maybe I want to thank him for sharing
his land with our monkeys. Maybe I want to seek forgiveness
for not keeping his story in the wax of my ears, for retelling it
in a most public way. It’s too late. Even the gold in the chapel is
gone. Did I imagine it all?
As I leave, I say “ate logo” (until the next time we meet).
Thankfully, he can’t see my tears.
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Benjamin B. Beck, PhD, Scientist Emeritus, Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute is a member of the MWA.
benbeck21@gmail.com

Mother Nature
by Rebecca Colletti

Not many people know this, but Mother Nature lives around
the corner from my family. During her rare appearances, her
wizened face smiles placidly and her emerald-green eyes focus
on faraway fields. Her pure white braid snakes down her slim
build. She moves in a spry and sprightly manner. We pass her
house on our daily walks. It is cottage-like, the windows always
wide open, and her oval garden in the front bursts with color.
The trees surrounding her backyard lean in to gain her favor,
banding together to form a fortress. A small sign declares a pesticide free yard; an admonishment to others who try to tame her
creations.
One sultry August morning during our family walk, she
stood on the sidewalk facing her yard. Her low and even voice
wafting out a barely audible incantation. Respectfully, we
stepped out into the street to yield a wide berth. I glanced over
and stopped abruptly.
Smeared blood covered her doors and windows and dried
eggs dripped from the apex of her house. Bike tire tracks
ripped through broken flora in the oval garden. At the center of
the scene, two cats, three rabbits and a squirrel hung from the
lower branches of her dogwood tree. Their abdomens slit and
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their entrails dangling.
An involuntary gasp escaped me. Mother Nature swiveled
and looked directly at me. A warmth blossomed throughout my
center and my face began to flush. I stammered out an offer to
help. She paused and said, “No, dear child, please go on with
your day.” I stumbled away uttering the location of our home in
case she changed her mind.
The next day I considered skipping our walk, but curiosity drove me to my sneakers. As we turned onto her street, two
neighboring ladies discussed yesterday’s events.
    “… poor dear, probably took all night to clean…”
    “… and refused any help…”
    “… even had the energy to plant two new trees…”
As described, she restored her yard to its original splendor.
Even the squashed day lilies in the oval garden sunned themselves upright. And there, in the farthest corner, the two new
saplings stood ramrod straight, not leaning in like the others,
perhaps too new to know.
On the news that night, a mother beseeched the public to
find her lost sons. She lives a few blocks away so it caught my
attention. The image panned from the mother to the two bikes
strewn in the yard. I paused the program and came almost nose
to screen with the television. There, in the upper corner of the
shot, barely visible, was an empty, clear plastic egg carton.
No one ever found the two brothers. Several months passed
before I summoned the courage to walk by Mother Nature’s
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house. When curiosity eventually bested me, her yard was in
the throes of spring, freshly green and beautiful. However, those
two recalcitrant trees showed no signs of growth and stood stubbornly straight. They will learn, in time.
Rebecca Colletti of Westminster was the winner for her Flash
Fiction entry, Mother Nature, in 2017 Carroll County’s contest.
She is member of the Carroll County Chapter, MWA.
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YOUNG ADULT
Alice and the Katoj
by P. Van Slooten

The Legend of the Viroj
It is said that far beyond
The world of the Katoj,
There is a place Darwin-Kat knows not
Called the Land of the Viroj.
Such a wondrous place I’ve never seen;
It must be beyond the stars.
Though it is hard to imagine such a silly thing
As apes riding trolley cars!
Imagine a monkey dressed in ruffles and lace
Or even wearing a top hat.
Imagine a chimpanzee with whiskers waxed
Just like an aristo-kat!
No, such a place is sheer nonsense
To the science-minded.
But t’is a wonderland to dreamers like me,
If only I could find it…
-- Lewis Carroll-Katt
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CHAPTER ONE:
Behold! The Horror – The Monkey-Faced Cat!
When Alice Little fell asleep, she was just a regular fifteenyear-old girl. Her Geometry homework lay half-finished on a
cluttered desk, her dog-eared copy of “Julius Caesar” was buried
beneath a crumpled St. Thomas “Wildcats” cheer quad uniform,
and her science fair project had erupted baking soda all over
her iPhone on a table beneath the window. Alice herself lay
sprawled out on her bed, still dressed in her school uniform with
a trail of drool slowly leaking from her open mouth and onto the
tangled sheets. The sun and fallen, and so had she -- into blissful, slumber.
“…juss fi mo minnas…” Alice mumbled in response to the
night breeze that had fluttered past her hazy white curtains to
reach down and gently rustle her matted blonde curls.
“Al?” Harry Little, Vice Principal at St. Thomas Christian
Academy for Girls, left his endless barrage of emails and stacks
of administrative paperwork laying half-finished on his cluttered
desk to rush down the hall and check in on his middle daughter
at the sound of her mumbled moan.
Unlike with her older sister, Lorina, or her younger sister,
Eddie, Harry shared both his curly blonde hair and his history
of epilepsy with young Alice. Both Lorina and Eddie shared
the prim straight brown hair and disciplined stature of their
late mother, Hanna. Harry stared down at the tangled mess that
was his snoring Alice and smiled in relief. Then he yawned
and scratched his own matted curls before crossing his arms
in front of his wrinkled “Proud Parent of a WILDCAT” t-shirt.
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Ever since she first collapsed in an art class when she was
seven, Harry, who was also at that time suddenly a single parent with his wife’s tragic car accident earlier that same year,
had been a nervous wreck.
Though Alice had been prescribed a litany of medications,
she often either forgot or simply refused to take them, claiming
that if she wanted to become a zombie, she’d simply wait for the
apocalypse. Not being quite the staunch disciplinarian that her
mother (also the former principal of St. Thomas Christian Academy for Girls) was, Harry often found himself rushing to the
hospital following one of Alice’s attacks. There, his heart would
be eased a little upon finding his cheery daughter happily regaling the doctors and nurses with fanciful tales of the wondrous
places she had been to while she was “away.”
Harry was happy that Alice didn’t let what could be a debilitating illness, especially without her medicines, get her down,
but he did wonder why during her seizures she believed that she
had “traveled” to strange places while he never had such experiences at all during his albeit less frequent attacks. Granted, he
took his medicine with a religious fervor that his wife demanded
back when they were still dating, and he hadn’t had a full-body
seizure since his own childhood. Still, he couldn’t help but feel
as though what Alice often described was somehow… different.
“I cannot say for certain, but this sounds like the phenomenon known as jamais vu. Unlike with déjà vu, the individual
claims to have experienced something he or she has never seen
before,” their family physician, Dr. Alya Khan, once told him
while she nibbled on a slice of orange. “I know you are worried
for your daughter, Mr. Little, but I want you to try not to upset
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yourself too much over this. Just be grateful your daughter is in
good spirits despite her condition. Besides, I quite enjoy hearing
her fanciful tales. Cats dancing in ball gowns! I love it!”
Yet for Harry, the anxiety remained. So, he stayed up late and
jumped up from his computer at even the slightest sound coming
from Alice’s room. He would often be tired during the day, and
his buddy Christopher Robinson, the Chemistry teacher, would
often nudge him during staff meetings whenever Principal Morose glared his way, but it was worth it. He had already lost one
of his precious loves; he couldn’t bear to lose another.
But when he forced Alice’s bedroom door open a little further, having to push aside the abandoned violin case and scuffed
field hockey stick, he couldn’t help but sigh with relief at the
sight of Alice splayed like a rag doll on her messy bed. Both
Lorina and Eddie each kept their rooms in picture-perfect states
that practically sparkled in the sunshine whenever he popped in
for a visit. Oddly enough, he never felt as though he belonged
in their pristine domains. But Alice’s tumultuous surroundings looked like…well…home. His own bedroom had likewise
descended into a state of near madness without Hanna’s loving
touch to guide it along.
Harry powered his way through the fierce undertow of discarded clothes and drowning stuffed animals. A glittery pink hat
wriggled, startling him. Harry bent down and tentatively plucked
the audacious hat aside, half-expecting to find nasty looking
drumlin or a wickedly grinning bandersnatch from one of Alice’s fanciful tales. Instead he found a stark white bunny rabbit
breathing heavily and staring back at him with wide, terrified
eyes. He quickly lifted the frightened creature from the Sea of
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Laundry’s Despair and placed it back into its glass box. There
it nibbled greedily on a sheef of lettuce that Eddie had probably
slipped in while Alice was still at cheer practice. Harry shook
his head and smiled, knowing that in some distant future, Alice’s
children would also probably receive secreted treats from their
soft-hearted Aunt Eddie (and possibly poor marks from their
draconian English teacher, Ms. Lorina Little).
Once he had reached her bedside, Harry fished beneath the
twisted interstellar space comforter and pulled off one white
Adidas sneaker. Then the other. He then tugged off her socks
and the maroon and white Wildcats sweatshirt that had bunched
up around her neck, leaving her t-shirt and maroon spandex in
place, figuring one night without a proper bath and her frayed
Disney princesses pjs (which she carefully concealed from any
visiting friends) wouldn’t kill her. Bracing one hand against her
small back, he pulled the sweatshirt free and marveled at her
ability to remain asleep the entire time.
That was when he felt the tremor.
“Okay, okay, okay,” he said more to himself than to the unconscious girl who now began to jerk and convulse in his arms.
“It’s okay, Al. I’ve got you. I’ve got you.”
He quickly cradled her against his chest and reached out a
free hand to wad up a bit of sheet. He forced the wad into her
mouth to hold her tongue down and keep her from choking on
it. Then he just held her, letting the seizure run its course while
trying not to agonize over the pretty green eyes that were now
rolling back into her head. Still seeing the eleven-year-old in
the body of the gangly fifteen-year-old, Harry decided to sing to
Alice a song that was her favorite when she was much smaller.
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“Mairzy doats and dozy doats
And liddle lamzy divey
A kiddley divey, too, wouldn’t you?”
Alice started to froth and choke. Harry’s hand shook as he
eased the wadded sheet a little out of her mouth, just enough so
she could breathe easier. He then stroked her fiercely red cheek.
A tear slipped from her eye. His own vision swam as he gently
wiped the tear away.
“If the words sound queer and funny to your ear,
A little bit jumbled and jivey,
Sing, ‘Mares eat oats and does eat oats,
And little lambs eat ivy.’”
Alice’s face finally started to relax. Her convulsions eased
and her body grew limp. Her eyes mercifully closed and her
breathing grew regular once more. Harry’s tense body also
slackened. He said a silent prayer of thanks, and pulled the
soggy sheet from her mouth. Tears now flowed freely from his
eyes and he drug a hand beneath his running nose. But he was
happy and his voice a little more lively as he sang.
“Oh, mairzy doats and dozy doats
And liddle lamzy divey,
A kiddley divey, too, wouldn’t you?
A kiddley divey, too, wouldn’t you?”
Harry kissed Alice’s forehead and she sighed, softly sliding
down the rabbit hole of normal slumber. After giving her cheek
one last caress, Harry turned and fought his way back to the
door. His toe suddenly crashed into something metallic lurking
beneath the waves of cotton and polyester blend.
“DAMN IT ALL TO HELL!” He yelled, then abruptly
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clenched his teeth shut while dancing about, clinging to a foot
that he could swear was surely broken.
He quickly glanced back to Alice, who had now curled up
on her side, her hair pleasantly blowing in the gentle breeze.
Satisfied, he limped his way to the door. As he left the room, he
started to close the door behind him, then thought better of it and
left it open just a crack. He could tell already it was going to be
a long night, and maybe with a little luck and a little ice neither
one of them would have to make a dreaded trip to the hospital.
2.
“Damn it all to hell!” An angry tabby with a wide face and
a wider mustache shouted from the window of a wildly careening trolley car. The fist that he shook as the trolley rattled away
was covered in a soft down of orange and white fur and angrily
clenched a fat cigar. “Watch where you’re going!”
Alice used her cheerleader instincts to leap out of harm’s
way just in the nick of time. She tucked into a roll as she hit the
sidewalk a few feet away. A cluster of elegantly dressed ladykats hissed and screamed before scattering like teetering bowling pins out of the tumbling teen’s path.
Across the street, a
table filled with drunken gentle-kats laughed and licked spilled
beer from their paws before raising their mugs in merry delight.
“Aye! And there’s eight points for keeping all nine lives in
tact! Quite a feat indeed for one who’s nary a kitten!” A stout
calico with a cocked bowler called out in a thick Irish brogue before downing his beer in one frothy swallow. He then slammed
the mug onto the table and belched loudly before admonishing,
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“But that’s a wee minus two because graceful yer not, lass.”
“Mais oui! Always land on the feet and never the back,” a
skinny black and white tuxedo cat purred in lazy French. He
shook his head before delicately licking a paw and flattening down a cowlick that was determined to ruin his otherwise
impeccably coifed hair. His black suit was cut from the finest
silk and his white cuffs and cravat gave him the air of the perfect
dandy. “No style! No style at all! C’est incroyable.”
But one of the drinkers was neither drunk nor playing the
silly game of Kat and Trolley. Instead, Kit T. Barnum chewed
thoughtfully on his own Cuban cigarillo and narrowed his already squinty eyes. He was stormy gray and heavyset, just like
his Scottish Fold immigrant parents, and his tiny, bent ears were
constantly keened towards any potential business opportunity.
A few such opportunities had made him quite rich, but many
more had nearly cost him everything. Those painful losses included investments in his cousin’s multitude of failed inventions
and other pointless scientific pursuits. His family and friends had
warned him that Victor Siam was a mad, but his cousin was also
highly entertaining and a most excellent dinner companion.
As he watched the tailless creature pounce from the path of
certain death only to now cower against the brick wall of the
National Bank, he carefully scrutinized the yellow mane of curls
growing wildly from her head and noted the frightful lack of fur
growing anywhere else that dingy, striped hospital gown failed
to cover. The poor, disgusting creature was wide-eyed, pale, and
skinny, like a hairless Egypt-kat, but the jaw was too wide and
the muzzle too short to be a Katoj, though none of the passersby
took interest enough to notice.
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Maybe it is deformed? Barnum wondered, motioning to the
waiter before setting change on the table to pay for his untouched drink. But if lady-kats scream and gent-kats gawk at the
sight of such a sorry creature, then maybe there is a chance here
to make a quick buck.
“Here is your check, Mr. Barnum,” the waiter, a skinny and
hairless Donskoy made the portly Barnum start at the sight of
him.
“Yes, the money is on the table,” Barnum said quickly, donning his top hat before sliding out of his chair on the opposite
side of the Russian waiter. “Keep the change.”
“Thank you, Mr. Barnum!” The waiter sang out in his Eastern European accent. “And I look forward to taking the wife and
kittens to your next show! They find the freaks quite fascinating.”
“Indeed,” Barnum said without hazarding a look back at the
strange looking waiter.
Well, this new creature across the street doesn’t look quite as
off-putting as a completely hairless kat, he mused while trying
to leave the open-air café as quickly and efficiently as possible,
before –
“Hey!” The waiter picked up the coins and looked over the
elderly female kat in a bonnet depicted on one side and the huge
monument to George Washington-Katt’s claw on the other.
“What kind of –”
“Rare! Extremely rare!” Barnum called back as he held up
one white-gloved paw to stop traffic while he waddled across
the street in his eye-catching checkered suit. “Don’t spend it all
in one place!”
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“Rare?” The waiter turned the coin over in his paw, his
bright blue eyes already turning to dollar signs in the light of the
late afternoon sun.
“One born every minute,” Barnum shook his head while he
eased his way into the dwindling crowd of onlookers that had
gathered around the cringing, deformed kat. “One side! One
side! I’m Dr. Barnum and this here is my patient! Make way, I
say! Make way!”
“Dear God in kat-heaven!” One feline lady in a conservative black dress covered in modest ruffles and lace raised her
opera glasses so that she could get a good look without getting
too close to the possibly contagious creature. “It’s hideous! Is
the poor dear suffering from mange, Dr. Barnum? Such a plague
afflicting the workhouses these days.”
A few of the other gentle-kat folk nodded and meowed in
sympathy while Barnum took off his jacket and wrapped it
around the skinny girl before helping her to her feet. The compassionate act caused the crowd to grow less anxious and bought
the show promoter some much needed thinking time. He looked
up and saw a weathered poster for the Ringling Katts’ patented
three-ring circus. In the third ring was a drawing of a monkey
juggling three balls.
“Umm, no, my dear lady-katt. This here is what is known to
modern science as the rare monkey-kat. An…um…unfortunate
hybrid of the rather unnatural – though rare – persuasion.”
A shocked gasp circled the now growing crowd. A twinkle
danced in the promoter’s eye.
“My word! A ‘monkey-kat’ you say? Is it documented?”
Asked an elderly German Manx professor who peered through
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his monocle as he looked over the creature frowning beneath
a tangled mess of golden hair. “Though its eyes certainly look
demented indeed!”
“Documented? Why absolutely! By my own cousin, Victor
Siam, of course.”
But the German professor looked skeptical.
“Victor, you say? Wasn’t he the one who built that infernal
—”
“And his article has been published in all of the best European journals,” Barnum continued quickly while pretending to
examine the girl’s eyes, nose, and teeth. He swiftly snatched
back his furry fingers when she attempted to bite him. “Yes, yes,
definitely a monkey-kat. You can tell by the…quick reflexes.”
“Is it safe?” A fluffy, matronly Persian asked, fearfully pulling her equally plump twin kitten-boys to her ample bosom.
The boy-kittens were dressed in innocent sailor’s uniforms
but their mismatched green and blue eyes had a mischievous
look that said they would certainly pull the strange creature’s
tail, if it had one.
“Completely! Once I utter these ancient words a swami once
taught me to hypnotize simple creatures such as this.”
Suddenly he bent down and pulled the girl’s face close so
that it was only inches from his own. The girl’s green eyes grew
wide and fearful.
“Can you understand me?” He hissed quickly
She nodded.
“Do you want to get out of here in one piece?”
She nodded again.
“Then follow my lead!”
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He abruptly pulled back again and resumed his showman’s
smile as he waved his fat, furry fingers in front of her large, curious eyes.
“NUN DORMU!” He then clapped loudly and deliberately
closed then opened his eyes.
Taking the hint, the girl closed her eyes and fell to the
ground. The Katoj around them gasped and Barnum fought hard
against the urge to pull the girl into a big embrace. This kitten’s
a natural! We’ll make money hand over fist!
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DRAMA
Bindi
by Gandharva raja
[Against the far wall of a small square den, sits a bistro table
with two chairs. On the table, on a platter, there are a few
munchies. Becky and Bindi occupy the chairs. They face each
other. They are both in their mid-thirties. Bindi was born in
Kolkata, India; Becky in Elizabeth, New Jersey. A bindi is the
vermillion dot a Hindu married woman wears in the center of
her forehead.]
		
Becky: You really mean that? You hardly knew him when you
married him!
Bindi: I did meet him before our marriage—once and for an
hour. It was more like an interview! You can’t know a person
in an hour. He appeared kind and gentle. Even romantic! Big
eyes…
Becky: Like Sam! He was romantic once. Can you believe,
Sam would read poetry to me? [Reciting with theatrical flair]
			“Your voice –
			 the color of robin’s breast,
			 in it the sweet sob
		
of rain…”
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How could I resist him?
Bindi: I told mama, “I like him but I am scared.” Mama said
it was natural to be afraid. This man is good for a lifetime. We
were married two months later.
Becky: Your mama had a crystal ball? And did you get permission from a Guru! Tell me, did you come to love him?
Bindi: He read poetry to me, like Sam.
Becky: Did he read Tagore? Or new stuff…
Bindi: And said sweet things.
Becky: [With a deep sigh] On Sundays, Sam took me to the
parks. He would recite to me…			
			 ‘The mouth is the best of poppies to suck,
			 the ripest wine is on the lips…’
Bindi: You moved too fast. Speed kills romance.
Becky: You wed to soon; we bed too soon.
Bindi: Wedding bells have a sweet chime. It is not quite as
raw as a lawyer’s doorbell.
Becky: [Leaves her chair, singing]
‘Come hear the joyful sound,
			 Ding, Dong, Ding.
			 Spread the joyful news,
			 Dong, Dong, Ding.’
Bindi:
			
			
			
			

[Still seated…recites] 		
‘If you love me, my love,
take my poet’s heart,
my gift of love —
I have no more to give…’
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No, that was not my hubby’s. That was Tagore.
Becky: After we were married, Sam brought me flowers occasionally. If the bouquet was large, I knew he had been naughty. I
never asked.
Bindi: [Laughing] A bunch of marigolds is all I get! If my
hubby ever brings me roses, I will ask what he did wrong. Guilt
trip brings gilded roses!
Becky: Sam has stopped bringing me roses. I wonder who he is
with now. [Becky covers her face with her hands. She begins to
sob.]
Bindi: [Still seated, speaks more to herself than to Becky.]
Like a baby, marriage takes a lot of caring. The diaper has to be
changed many times over. [Places her hand softly on her belly.
Becky watches her.]
Becky: Did I hear d-i-a-p-e-r? [Wipes her tears with the back of
her hand. She breaks into a giggle.] Did I hear d-i-a-p-e-r-r-r?
[Becky struts back and forth across the room. She begins to
sing.]
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

‘Play it,
Jazz band!
That crazy tune.
Make me laugh and cry like baboon.
Play the tune on a hollow trombone.
Break my heart. Break my bone.
Play it jazz band!
Play it, play it, Play the crazy tune.’
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[Bindi joins Becky at the center of the den. They sing together
with greater gusto.]
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